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Furthering agriculture's
transformation
Michael Hailu, director - CTA
In my travels across Africa, the Caribbean
and Pacific, it is exciting to meet young people
with an enthusiasm for innovating in ICT4Ag.
Their motivation to transform agriculture and
help smallholder farmers through technology
is inspiring. Promoting youth entrepreneurship
and employment is one of CTA’s priority areas of
intervention. We are pleased to be working in partnership with other
key agencies, such as the African Development Bank (AfDB), the
Alliance for Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA) and the International
Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) to support young people to
put their ideas into practice.
CTA has been a pioneer in engaging young entrepreneurs and
ensuring that they make the most of the opportunities that are
arising as technology rapidly evolves. Through our support, young
entrepreneurs have acquired valuable business development skills,
seed funding and established start-ups that help farmers improve
productivity, access to markets and finance, and build resilience to
climate change. In this edition, we highlight some of the successful
ICT4Ag business models from across ACP regions, and examine the
challenges faced by those who are not yet profitable.
In 2018, CTA continues to help ICT4Ag start-ups with a particular
focus on young women entrepreneurs through our Pitch Agrihack
competition, which is being organised in collaboration with AfDB
and AGRA. As Eleni Gabre-Madhin, founder of blueMoon Ethiopia –
an ICT-incubator – stresses in her interview for Spore – “Don’t leave
technology to the men”. Selected Pitch Agrihack finalists will be given
an opportunity to pitch to political and business leaders at the African
Green Revolution Forum 2018, which will be held in Kigali, Rwanda.
At the end of April, I attended the 14th Comprehensive Africa
Agriculture Development Programme partners’ platform. The focus of
this year’s event was the release of the Inaugural Biennial Review Report
showing the performance of countries on each of the targets set out in
the Malabo Declaration on Accelerated Agricultural Growth.
Alongside the report, the African Union has also produced a handy
scorecard indicating the progress of each country, with 3.94 out of
10 considered the benchmark for being on track to meet the Malabo
targets – Rwanda scored the highest with an overall score of 6.1. This
is sure to get the attention of politicians as they compare their scores
with that of other countries. As Dr Godfrey Bahiigwa points out in
his interview for Spore, “Policymakers now have the opportunity to
address these shortfalls to ensure that the next review shows more
promising results.”
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CORPORATE SO CIAL RESPONSIBILIT Y

A competitive
challenge
in agribusiness
Multinational corporations in the agri-food sector are
increasingly including social and environmental aspects as
part of their corporate social responsibility (CSR). However,
although significant progress has been achieved in favour of
farmers, more needs to be done.
Vincent Defait

C

oined in the 1950s, CSR refers
to the integration of social and
environmental
considerations
into a firm’s business operations and has
become a global phenomenon over the
last two decades. This has forced major
agribusiness groups – which initially
kept CSR hemmed into their marketing
and communications departments – to
be more accountable for the impact
they have on the societies in which they
operate.
Unilever – a world leader in the
agri-food sector – claims that sustainable development is now a key
component in its business strategy. As
is the case for most of its competitors,
the thrust of the Unilever Sustainable Living
Plan is, “that responsible growth is the
only model that will succeed in a world
of changing consumer expectations
and dynamic market trends.” By 2020,
this manufacturing giant is aiming to
impact the lives of 5.5 million people
by improving the livelihoods of smallholder farmers, improving the incomes
of small-scale retailers, and increasing
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the participation of young entrepreneurs
in their value chain. In 2016 alone, the
company enabled 650,000 smallholder
farmers and 1.5 million small-scale
retailers to access initiatives aimed at
improving their agricultural practices
or income. In Madagascar, a programme
to support vanilla growers that was
launched in 2013, in partnership with
the Symrise company, the German
development agency, GIZ, and the NGO
Save the Children, is already paying off.
Three thousand smallholders have been
trained on new farming practices, which
has enabled them to boost production as
well as food self-sufficiency; 160 young
people have received training in finance,
literacy and computation; and support
has been provided to parents to cover
part of their children’s fees in 77 schools.

A game changer
Why would a company like Unilever,
with a staff of 169,000, bother to train
smallholders in Madagascar? The
answer is multifaceted. Companies may
invest in CSR (and boast publicly that

they are doing so) under the pressure
of consumers concerned about produce
traceability, to comply with legislation
and regulations endorsed by authorities in producing countries, or to obtain
certification that provides access to new
markets. But the overall aim is still to
increase profits.
The
Business
and
Sustainable
Development Commission (BSDC),
in its 2017 Better Business, Better World
report, makes the case for why the 17 UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
“offer the private sector a compelling
growth strategy that opens new market
value and, at the same time, helps solve
significant social and environmental
challenges.” This could unlock business
opportunities worth up to €9.75 trillion,
while creating up to 380 million jobs by
2030 (see box: SDGs – a boon for the private
sector).
In practice not all companies invest in
CSR. Small companies are just links in
the supply chain and thus do not have
sufficient clout to influence the entire
chain. “Agribusinesses face a range of

© NESTLÉ SA

Nestlé investments have helped to halve
child labour in the company’s supply chains

environmental and social challenges,”
says Charles O’Malley, senior partnerships adviser with the UNDP Green
Commodities Programme. “If (a company) only acts alone, ultimately it risks
undermining the competitiveness of its
own business. So a lot of CSR work in
large companies these days is focused
on how to change the ‘rules of the game’
in the industry as a whole, whether
through international standards or
through national-level legislation.”

A commercial asset
CSR can be a powerful tool to secure
supply chains. A spokesperson at Nestlé
– a heavyweight in the food and beverage sector – says that, “By investing in
creating long-term value for society we
will ensure we develop our business in
a sustainable manner.” This is referred
to as ‘creating shared value’. Nestlé,
like other major actors in the sector,
has faced several challenges in the past:
many critics call attention to child labour
in West African cocoa plantations, while

SDGs – a boon for the private sector
According to the BSDC’s Better Business, Better World report, the 60 fastest growing
market opportunities opened up by achieving the SDGs could be worth €9.7 trillion by
2030, and half of these opportunities would be in developing countries. These potential
opportunities should provide sufficient incentive for the private sector to invest in
agribusiness.
Fourteen of the 60 market opportunities identified in the report were in the food
and agriculture sector valued at a total of €1.8 trillion. Reducing food waste in value
chains (€126-329 billion a year by 2030), providing forest ecosystem services (€113296 billion a year by 2030), and addressing low income food markets by investing
in supply chains and food innovation (€126-215 billion) were amongst some of the
market opportunities highlighted. Other opportunities include sustainable aquaculture,
use of technology by small farmers, micro-irrigation and urban agriculture.

cocoa yields have stagnated as a result
of poor and environmentally detrimental cropping practices. In 2009, Nestlé
launched its ‘Cocoa Plan’ which aimed to
improve the lives of cocoa farmers and
the quality of their produce. To tackle
child labour, Nestlé set up the Child
Labour Monitoring and Remediation
System in 2012 and forged a partnership
with the non-profit International Cocoa

Initiative. In its 2017 report, Tackling Child
Labour, Nestlé revealed that child labour
had been reduced by half throughout its
supply chain. Moreover, 163,407 community members had heightened
awareness of child labour issues, while
1,246 people were serving as community liaison officers. In the same year,
Nestlé also claimed that it had enabled
431,000 farmers to benefit from capacity ›
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them nearly 160 million high-yielding
coffee trees, with the intention of distributing 220 million by 2020.
Under high media exposure, multinational cocoa corporations invest
substantially in CSR. UNDP, in partnership with the Ghana Cocoa Board and
with financial support from Mondelēz
International, set up the Environmental
Sustainability and Policy for Cocoa
Production project in Ghana, the world’s
second largest cocoa producing country,
with a €1.4 million budget. In Ghana,
where around 800,000 farmers depend
on the cocoa sector, 100,000 have
adopted new cultivation practices and
780,000 seedlings have been distributed
to rehabilitate 8,600 ha of forest.
The motives of companies cannot,
however, be simply confined to profit
seeking. “There has been a huge increase
in corporate awareness and understanding of social and environmental issues
in agriculture, covering everything from
labour and human rights standards
through to ecosystems management,”
says O’Malley. “A lot of actions that can
be taken connect very well with good
agricultural practice, increased yields,
better quality and better prices in international markets. For major players, a
lot of CSR and sustainability strategy is
ultimately about long-term security of
supply. So CSR/sustainability is a very
strategic issue. However, agriculture
is a global market and there are many
actors throughout supply chains – from
producers, to traders, to manufacturers –
who either are not aware of these issues,
or who do not care.”

Unexpected stakeholders
Some multinational companies buy
nothing from small-scale farmers
but they would likely have lots to sell
them if they became creditworthy. The
Syngenta Foundation for Sustainable
Agriculture, which was founded 35 years
ago, is committed to help small farmers
become more professional growers. “We
want to help generate good income for
smallholders by helping them enhance
their harvests, while giving them access
to lucrative markets where they can sell
their produce,” says Paul Castle, communications officer at the Foundation.
“We are not a ‘second marketing team’
for the company. Many of the problems
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Sandals Resorts strengthen
tourism-agriculture linkages
In the Caribbean, conglomerates like Sandals Resorts, a Jamaican operator of
all-inclusive resorts with 19 hotels across six Caribbean islands, are leading CSR efforts.
Jamaica – where the company has 14 properties and more than 70 restaurants – has
an annual food import gap of approximately €1 billion in the tourism sector. Jamaica’s
2015 Tourism Demand Study also revealed that 820,000 kg of potatoes are consumed
annually by the sector. Recognising that there was a need to re-define its hotels’
culinary operations, Sandals launched a pilot project in March 2018 to provide up-front
purchase of Irish potato seeds, valued at €22,350, to five farmers. This contribution
equates to 1,300 bags, capable of planting up to 20.5 ha with an expected yield of up
to 341,000 kg of potatoes (approximately 40% of current demand).
As well as providing farmers with access to a guaranteed market, the interest-free
payback of the initial sum is not due to Sandals until after the first harvest. Sandals
anticipates that, in time, this partnership will allow them to become exclusively
supplied with Jamaican-grown Irish potatoes, which will also help to reduce Sandals’
import bill, and improve the quality and sustainability of its potato supply. The company
also hopes that the programme will eventually evolve to include more farmers and
that farmers will, within 3 years, be growing at least 15 crops and selling to others in the
tourism industry.
Jordan Samuda, group purchasing director for Sandals Resorts International states,
“The Sandals Group feels strongly that, whilst providing the farming sector with a
market for their produce is critical, greater private sector assistance is needed to aid
sustainable growth of the local farming community.” Deputy chairman for Sandals
Resorts International, Adam Stewart, tasked his supply chain team to create a longterm strategy that provides the farming assistance required. This initiative is only the
beginning as the Sandals Group has committed in 2018 to investing over €160,000
annually in farming assistance through various initiatives in Jamaica. “The long-term
goal is to boost the local farming sector sufficiently so that the Sandals Group and
wider hotel sector will significantly reduce and erase the need for imported produce,”
states Samuda.
Natalie Dookie

facing smallholders have nothing to do
with the products (from companies like
Syngenta AG). They need, for instance,
better soil, more efficient water management, agricultural training, new forms of
organisation, market links, etc.” In West
Africa, for example, the Foundation has
been trialling a decision-making mobile
app and mechanised service centres
to improve the yields and incomes of
rice farmers (see Spore article, Rice provides youth with employment opportunities:
https://tinyurl.com/yc3ubu2b).

‘Our business is changing’
CSR in agriculture may also sometimes
be applied by companies that are seemingly far removed from the sector. For
example, the French telecommunications operator Orange supported Abdou
Maman Kané, a Nigerien computer specialist, to develop his start-up company.

Télé-irrigation enables farmers to start a
water pump, simply by calling a phone
number. Field irrigation can therefore be
done remotely on demand, thus avoiding the need to carry heavy jerry cans
for long distances in rural areas where
water is scarce. “Our business is changing, value is being developed via new
uses and services,” says Bruno Mettling,
CEO of Orange Middle East and Africa.
“Orange’s strategic challenge is to be a
major partner in the digital transformation process under way in Africa and
the Middle East, which involves mobile
money, energy, education, health, and of
course agriculture.”
The operator has already developed
a range of mobile agricultural services.
“CSR is increasingly becoming part of
our business,” Mettling explains. “It is
gradually being assimilated in all activities and trades, even though there is

© IKE/UNDP GHANA

› building programmes while offering

still progress to be made.” Orange has
a strong foothold in Africa and Mettling
has not lost sight of the fact that, “The
population of this great continent will
more than double by 2050, while that
of Europe will continue to decline. With
this demographic equation, Africa has
a major stake in the future of humankind and it faces a daunting challenge
in terms of growth, infrastructure and
social inclusion.”

“Direct investment
in communities enables
companies to reconcile
their supply chain priorities
with community development
and environmental gains”
With a similar approach, the French
bank BNP-Paribas has developed a set of
“rules for the management of products
and financial services” that are geared

towards, “addressing the main environmental, social and agricultural sector
governance issues, while outlining recommendations for responsible business
management.” Compliance with social
and environmental norms, the use of
authorised agrochemicals, while respecting of animal welfare concerns, are
factors taken into account in the provision of credit or other financial services.

Significant yet insufficient progress
In 2013, the British NGO Oxfam
launched its ‘Behind the Brands’ campaign, which involved scoring the
performance of the 10 largest food and
beverage firms on seven issues: transparency, women, workers, smallholder
farmers, land, water and climate change.
Three years later, Oxfam pointed out
that, “the ‘Big 10’ food and beverage
companies have made significant new
commitments over the past three years
to improve social and environmental
standards in their vast supply chains.”
Unilever, Nestlé and Coca-Cola are
currently ranked at the top of the list,

but the NGO stresses, “To accelerate the
transformation towards a more sustainable food system, the companies must
go much further and fundamentally
re-write the business models in their
supply chains to ensure that much more
power and much more of the value
their products generate reaches the
farmers and workers who produce their
ingredients.”
Much of the difficulty lies in the fact
that, “Even very large companies can
have limited impact on a supply chain,”
says O’Malley. “So McDonalds, for
example, has made strong commitments
to sourcing beef from ranches that are
not contributing to deforestation. While
McDonalds are clearly a huge buyer of
beef, they are still only a small percentage of the global beef market. They can
easily be supplied by farms that are on
land that was deforested many years ago.
Farms where deforestation happened
more recently can easily find other buyers for their beef, since 95% of buyers
are not asking about deforestation-free
beef. So deforestation continues.” This
is also a problem in other agri-food
sectors, hence the need for national
and international action within entire
industrial sectors.
While large firms may only have a
limited impact on a supply chain, they
nevertheless have an important role to
play. “Direct investment in communities
[…] enables companies to reconcile their
supply chain priorities with community development and environmental
gains,” notes a joint FAO-UNIDO report,
Agro-industries for Development, which
presents various case studies. “These
examples are compelling, but alone
will not add up to the development of
competitive and sustainable national
agri-food sectors: projects typically reach
select communities for specific objectives of interest to sponsoring companies.
What is left are ingredients for scale-up.”
FAO and UNIDO claim that the public
sector and civil society have a responsibility to create a suitable legislative and
economic framework to propagate these
successes at the national level. ■

Women farmers play a key role in the
Environmental Sustainability and Policy
for Cocoa Production project in Ghana
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Across Africa,
agripreneurs
are reaping the returns
from small-scale and
low-cost pig production

PIG OPPORTUNITIES

A passion for porcine production
Accounting for 38% of worldwide meat production, pork is attracting
a new generation of African entrepreneurs – bucking the continent’s
traditional aversion to the meat.

Sam Price

W

hile cultural and religious factors have historically limited
demand for pork in Africa,
a number of young entrepreneurs are
exploiting the many advantages of farming pigs, opening the door to a new and
expanding African market. As a proportion of body mass, pigs yield much more
meat than cattle, goats, and sheep, and
cost little to feed when compared with
other livestock. A sow’s gestation period
is just under 4 months and an average
litter is 10 piglets, which allows a single
sow to produce 20-25 piglets in a year. In
addition, piglets have a rapid growth rate
and require little space for habitation.
Small-scale operational set-up costs
are also relatively low, with a few animals capable of producing large and fast
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38%
of global meat production
is accounted for by pork
returns; a single piglet, costing between
€25 and €40, can reach a market value
of up to €325 in 6-8 months.
Anna Phosa of Soweto, South Africa,
is one such entrepreneur who is reaping
the returns from pig production. Before
Phosa was introduced to pig farming
while visiting a friend, she previously
only made a living from a small chicken

and vegetable farm. “I started loving
it – if you can do chicken farming, then
why not pigs?” asks Phosa who, in 2004,
invested €67 (ZAR 845) to buy four pigs.
Within 6 years, Phosa’s operation had
grown exponentially as she was contracted by South African supermarket
giant, Pick ‘n’ Pay, in 2006 to supply its
stores with 10 pigs per week. This quickly
rose to 20 pigs per week and, by 2010, a
new contract required Phosa to supply
100 pigs per week over a 5-year period.
To meet the demands of the new contract, Phosa sought additional funding
which she received from ABSA Bank
and USAID. The financial support of
€980,000 (ZAR 14.6 million) allowed
her to purchase a 350 ha farm, with the
capacity to raise almost 4,000 pigs at a

PUREE PROFIT

time, and to employ 20 staff. “A market
was created for Phosa via Pick ‘n’ Pay,”
explains Sisa Ntshona, head of enterprise development at ABSA. “On the
back of that market we were able to
fund her. We didn’t approach this in the
normal sense of using collateral security,
because Phosa just didn’t have any – and
that is representative of entrepreneurs
throughout the country.”

Ismaël Tanko, a 33-year-old entrepreneur, has
created a fast-growing company whose tomato
purees are already on sale in several West African
countries. The next step is a more industrialised
production line and an increased number of sale
channels.
Vincent Defait

F

© ISMAËL TANKO

Small-scale success
In contrast to Phosa’s larger operation,
Augusta Thomas farms just 3 ha on South
Africa’s West Coast. Twenty years ago,
Thomas started with only two piglets
but now runs a 10-sow operation, which
allows her to feed her family and provide
for other community members. With
a focus on “good-quality produce and
low input costs,” Thomas asserts that
the simplest way to make money from
pig production is by selling weaners
to informal buyers for household consumption. In true entrepreneurial spirit,
Thomas also has a few cost-mitigating
techniques: to keep feeding costs to a
minimum, she collects wheat by-products from local farmers that are usually
discarded. These are soaked for 12 hours
before being cooking into a porridge,
which makes it easier for the pigs to
digest. She also sells pig manure for €0.7
(ZAR 10.45) per 10 kg bag, or exchanges
it for fruit and vegetable waste to provide
additional nutrients to the pigs’ diet.
Like Thomas, Ugandan farmer Rachel
Mubiru started out with a small poultry
farm before trying her hand with pigs.
Beginning with local breeds, Mubiru
noticed the potential for exotic breeds
– like the Landrace and Largewhite – to
grow faster and ultimately much larger,
and thus sell for higher prices on the
market. Exploiting the demand for these
pig breeds, Mubiru’s profitable farm
maintains a parent stock of 10 pigs.
Phosa, Thomas and Mubiru are all
entrepreneurs who, beginning with a
small-scale, low-cost operation, have
gone on to run successful pig farming
operations with very different business
models. To those considering taking up
pig production, Phosa advises that, “It is
good to start small. But, like any business,
it takes time to establish a successful pig
farm. To succeed, you must have passion
in what you do, and a willingness to take
a hands-on role within the business.” ■

Turning tomato
into red gold

ounder and CEO of Tim Agro, Ismaël Tanko, launched his first batch of
tomato puree on to the market in Togo in February 2016. A year later,
in 2017, the company produced 30 t of tomato puree and achieved a
turnover of €10,600 (FCFA 7 million). This rapid growth looks set to continue
with production forecast for 150 t in 2018.
“When I began to work on producing and selling tomato puree, my initial aim was to try and resolve a critical problem faced by farmers; their
post-harvest crop losses, and as a result, hopefully help improve their standard of living,” Tanko explains. During the wet season, tomato growers are
faced with a glut of unsold produce, whereas during the dry season, tomatoes
become a rare commodity and prices increase significantly. To address this
problem, Tanko set about learning the best methods of conserving tomatoes
through the internet in order to sell them throughout the year.
The company, which employs eight full time staff as well as 60 seasonal
workers, initially purchased the tomatoes from the market stalls in Lomé,
Togo, then directly from farmers. Tanko is now planning to contract directly
with smallholders. “Every farmer will receive a fixed price, with a variable
commission, depending on the surface area of their land and the quantity
of tomatoes they manage to
produce,” he explains.
“Without any additives or
preservatives” the natural
puree is already distributed in
Benin, Burkina Faso and Mali,
and will be distributed soon
in Cameroon, Côte d'Ivoire,
Ghana, Niger, Nigeria and
Rwanda. Tanko’s ambition is
to have his products on sale in
24 African nations by the end
of 2019. To other entrepreneurs, Tanko advises, “Focus
on two key areas: the quality
of the product and its packaging” and from there, they
By producing tomato puree, Tim Agro is reducing
can dream of “reaching the
post-harvest losses and providing a new market
heights.” ■
for farmers
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FEED CALCULATOR

Optimum feed
ratios for livestock
Dutch consultancy firm, Single Spark, has
developed an app that instructs farmers
how to prepare the optimum livestock
feed to meet their needs.
Marc van der Sterren

F

eed Calculator, a new app targeting smallholder livestock
farmers in developing countries, provides farmers with
the best recipe to mix their own feed. To obtain the optimum feed formula, farmers simply select which animals they
want to feed, the locally available ingredients and the corresponding prices, and the app makes the calculation. With trials
completed in Malawi, Rwanda, Tanzania and Zambia, the Feed
Calculator was officially launched at the end of 2017. Since
then, the app has already been downloaded over 5,000 times,
with 80-100 new downloads every day.
In areas where food is often scarce, it is hard to find nutriFeed Calculator has reduced feed costs by 30% and increased farmers’
tious products for livestock, particularly as instant compound
incomes by over 50%
feeds tend to be inconsistent in quality. At the same time,
urbanisation and the rise in living standards has increased the farmer says Feed Calculator has more than doubled her profits
demand for meat and other animal products, such as eggs and from selling 300 chicks from €71-89 (TSh 200,000-250,000)
dairy. As a result, fierce market competition between produce to €195-213 (TSh 550,000-600,000). “I used to sell my chicks
for animal and human consumption has pushed animal feed when they were 6 weeks, but now I can sell them earlier,”
Shemshi explains. Meijer says he intends to scale up this
prices sky-high, and feed now accounts for over 70% of
success, “We want to raise the incomes of 1 million
livestock farmers’ costs.
farmers by 2020.”
Buying the required ingredients to mix animal
70%
Until now, the app’s algorithms have only been
feed themselves is far more cost-effective for
of livestock
able to generate formulas for pig and poultry feed –
farmers, but to do so, they need a reliable recipe
farmers’ costs
both layers and broilers – but instructions for other
and knowledge about the correct ratio of nutriare spent
livestock feed are on the way. “At the moment, we
ents that their livestock require at a particular age.
on feed
are working on recipes for catfish feed,” says Meijer.
Farmers also need to know the nutritional value of
Together with Oxfam Novib, Single Spark is trialling the
the different ingredients available to them at the local
app with 70 catfish farms in Nigeria, who have distributed
market. Feed Calculator provides the ideal solution to
this problem, which Peter Meijer, managing director of Single their fish between two ponds. “The fish in the one pond will be
Spark, identified whilst travelling around Africa. “More and fed with the help of the app, while the other pond gets regular
more people have a computer in their pocket,” explains Meijer catfish feed,” explains Meijer.
The Feed Calculator app can be downloaded from the Google
waving his smartphone. “So our question was: why shouldn’t
this information be available in a useful and easy-to-use app Play Store and is free to use for smallholder farmers with up
to 1,000 poultry or 10 pigs for up to six feed recipes per year.
for the mobile phone?”
Feed Calculator simplifies a previously complicated Farmers with higher numbers of livestock have to pay €50
procedure and allows farmers to bypass professional feed pro- per year, but the savings compared to buying pre-prepared
cessors. The cost savings, combined with the guarantee of high feed mean that the fee will be earnt back within a couple of
quality and nutritional feed that comes with using the app, weeks. Most of the apps users are from India, Kenya, Nigeria
have helped to reduce feed costs by 30% and increase farmers’ and Uganda, but the company has received positive feedback
incomes by over 50%. Amina Shemshi, a Tanzanian poultry and testimonials from all over the world. ■
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SMART-TECH & INNOVATION

TECH TRANSFORMATION

Digitalising Kenya’s
dairy sector
The use of digital weighing scales and solar-powered
refrigerated transportation units are helping
to minimise waste and maximise farmer profits.
Stephanie Lynch and Benson Rioba

A
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digital scale and supply chain
system, EASYMA 6.0, has enabled over 22,000 farmers in
Kenya to receive more accurate payments for their milk, as well as access
extension services, financial products,
and even livestock insurance. Farmers
weigh their milk at designated buyer
collection centres to receive an automated receipt for the precise weight.
The recorded weight is simultaneously
registered via an online system with the
collection centre’s main office, enabling
farmers to receive immediate payment
for their milk delivery.
Manual weighing often results in a
loss of value for farmers. Richard Terer, a
dairy farmer from Kenya’s Bomet County,
explains, “The weighing was not very
accurate. I would lose Ksh 3,000 to 3,500
(€24-28) per month.” But with the digital system, “Now, I get accurate kilos for
my milk to the decimal point. I get value
for my milk.” All farmer transactions are
recorded by the system, including milk

Innovations are enabling Kenyan dairy farmers
to receive better value for their milk

payments and deductions for input supplies. Loan and repayment information
is also held in the system, which is then
transferred to banks to allow farmers to
access their money at ATMs or points of
sale across Kenya.
To enable farmers to purchase products on credit, EASYMA 6.0 also links
farmers to stores that supply animal
feed, health products and other services.
Purchases are then deducted from payments for farmers’ milk deliveries. The
improved access to inputs and extension
services, such as artificial insemination,
and farmers’ growing confidence in the
weighing and payment process, has
benefited stakeholders along the value
chain. “One thing I can say is that farmer
loyalty is enhanced, which means we
have also increased our milk intake
and the number of farmers trading with
us,” says Richard Soi, CEO of Siongoroi
Dairy Plant, which uses the EASYMA 6.0
system developed in 2014 by Amtech
Technologies Limited.
Transport of milk over significant
distances along inaccessible roads also
leads to loss of income for farmers due
to milk spoilage. To address this problem, a Kenyan start-up, Savanna Circuit
Technology Limited, has developed
solar-powered refrigeration units for
motorcycles and donkeys, which help
to preserve milk during transportation.
The motorcycles can carry up to 100 l
of milk and cost €562 (Ksh 70,000)
each. The company has also developed a
smartphone app – Maziwa Plus – which
records the milk delivered via these units
to provide data for loaning institutions to
assess farmers’ credit worthiness. ■

Farming data
Tracing sorghum
IN HAITI, a mobile data collection
platform launched in 2016 is helping
to develop and manage the country’s
sorghum supply chain. Field agents
of the SMASH Mobil platform interact
directly with sorghum suppliers to
provide productivity training, and to
digitally register their information
with the system. By providing near
real-time data, the platform enables
agents to track growth, quality and yield
projections throughout the harvest, and
to follow purchases and movements of
the produce from field to storage. This
increased traceability means production
volumes can be monitored and risks for
buyers reduced. Developed by social
enterprise, Dimagi, SMASH Mobil has
helped to raise the income for more
than 16,000 farmers by up to 75%.
For more information visit:
https://tinyurl.com/yaox7ywp

Smart brooder
Healthy chicks
IN KENYA, a ‘smart brooder’ innovation
is reducing chick mortality rates by
six-fold and decreasing the average
maturity period from 6 to 5 weeks.
The technology, created by start-up
company Arinifu, controls environmental
conditions inside the brooder using
digital sensors and heating elements
to monitor and adjust temperature
and humidity in real time. Linked to
an analogue computer, the system is
programmed to determine the age of
the chicks and to regulate conditions to
provide an optimal growth environment.
The technology uses sustainable infrared
bulbs rather than charcoal as a heat
source. The brooder can also be linked to
farmers’ phones to provide information,
through SMS updates, including powerfailure alerts and vaccination reminders.
For more information visit:
https://tinyurl.com/yb96qby3
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CLIMATE-SMART AGRICULTURE

C O N S E R V A T I O N A G R I C U LT U R E

Building climate resilience
Across Eastern and Southern Africa, over 235,000 farming households are improving their
soils and boosting their climate resilience by adopting conservation agriculture techniques.
Sophie Reeve

S
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mallholder farmers in Ethiopia,
Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique
and Tanzania are increasing
their capacity to adapt to climate
variability through the application of
sustainable intensification practices.
Funded by the Australian Centre for
International Agriculture Research
and launched in 2010, a food security programme known as Sustainable
Intensification of Maize-Legume Cropping
Systems for Food Security in Eastern and
Southern Africa (SIMLESA) has been
working with farmers to help them
apply conservation agriculture practices such as crop residue retention,
minimum soil disturbance and intercropping to simultaneously boost
yields and protect the environment.
Not only are these practices reducing
soil degradation, and improving soil
moisture levels and carbon capture,
they are increasing the yields of maize
and legume crops. In the lowlands of
Malawi, for instance, under legume
rotations, maize yields have increased
by up to 40%.

Maize mono-cropping practices have
compounded the problem of soil fertility depletion and food and income
insecurity in the project regions. In
response, SIMLESA, which is implemented by the International Wheat and
Maize Improvement Center together
with the National Agricultural Research
Institutes of the participating countries,
has encouraged diet and income diversification by promoting the cultivation
of multiple crops. “A first step towards
food and nutrition security is a diversified farming system. In addition to
maize, sorghum and different types of
pulses, SIMLESA farmers have vegetable
crops, fruit trees, and livestock on their
farms,” says Daniel Rodriguez, associate
professor at the Queensland Alliance for
Agriculture and Food Innovation, which
has provided support to SIMLESA’s
research. Farmers are also encouraged to
leave either all or some crop residues on
the field, reduce tillage and add legume
crops in rotation with cereal crops and
forages to build soil health and improve
yields.

Through knowledge exchange forums
known as agriculture innovation platforms,
farmers have also been supported by the
programme to take part in participatory
variety selection trials for maize and legume seeds. As a result, drought-tolerant
maize lines and legume and fodder varieties more resilient to climate change,
and better suited to farmers’ conservation
practices, have been selected and scaled
out by partner seed companies. “The main
purpose of including farmers in the variety
selection trials was to understand what
they needed from the seeds,” says Goshime
Muluneh, researcher at the Ethiopian
Institute of Agricultural Research. “We
were then able to screen and produce seed
varieties according to the farmers’ selected
criteria,” he continues.
Over 40 new farmer-selected maize
varieties have been released, which have
been found to yield 30-40% more than
traditional seeds under drought conditions and 20-25% more under optimum
conditions. “In SIMLESA-Kenya, farmers
working closely with scientists in field
experiments have been able to identify
higher yielding and stress tolerant varieties
for high and low potential agro-ecological
zones,” says Charles Nkonge, country coordinator for SIMLESA-Kenya, where farmers
have achieved maize and bean yields of 4.5
and 2.5 t/ha respectively, compared to 1.6
and 0.6 t/ha before the programme. These
yield increases have also led to enhanced
incomes for farmers. For example, in
Ethiopia, data gathered from 900 farming
households showed that adoption of conservation agriculture practices increased
net maize income by up to 35%. ■
For more information visit:
https://tinyurl.com/y9n4mg4l
Conservation agriculture is helping smallholders
in Africa improve their soil and increase yields
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A NEW STRAIN of durum wheat
that can withstand 40°C has been
developed for use by smallholders
living along the Senegal River Basin.
The heat-resilient variety, which is also
fast-maturing and high yielding, was
developed using molecular breeding
techniques by the International
Centre for Research in the Dry Areas
(ICARDA). Along the river basin, which
also runs through Mali and Mauritania,
farmers produce rice twice a year
but have to leave the land fallow
during winter when rice struggles to
germinate. However, according to Dr
Filippo Bassi of ICARDA, interspersing
durum wheat production between
rice crops will maximise growth
efficiency and potentially generate
600,000 t more food in these ‘dryland’
areas, which remain large centres
of agricultural employment and
subsistence for local populations.

Teaching CSA
Farming
for the future
A FREE online university course has
been launched to teach students
about the principles and practical
applications of climate-smart
agriculture (CSA). The University of
Reading has developed the ‘Future of
Farming’ course, which aims “to raise
awareness of the threats of climate
change to agriculture and the global
environment,” says Matthieu Arnoult,
researcher at the university’s School
of Agriculture. Incorporating industry
case studies of food production
systems – specifically within dairy and
wine-production – the 3-week course
explores agriculture’s contributions to
greenhouse gas emissions, and the
barriers to adopting CSA and how
these can be overcome.
For more information visit:
https://tinyurl.com/jvxu8vw

CLIMATE CHANGE

Vegetable gardens helping
communities adapt
In one of the countries most vulnerable to climate change,
communities in Vanuatu are being trained in new farming
techniques and climate-resilient crop production.
© MARK CHEW

Tough wheat
Crop boost
for drylands

Petra Bakewell-Stone

I

n Vanuatu, demonstration vegetable
gardens are supporting crop diversification and introducing young people,
and the wider community, to new farming techniques to improve food security
in the face of climate change. In partnership with the Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development (DARD), CARE
International has established demonstration gardens in 10 communities
of Tafea province since May 2016. The
communities have provided the land,
whilst DARD has supplied a range of
hybrid plants that require minimal water
to flourish, and CARE has provided seeds
for a range of vegetables that are better
adapted to withstand the impacts of climate change.
The demonstration gardens include a
nursery for small seedlings made from
layers of readily available coconut husks,
and an array of vegetables, including yam,
taro, kumala, cabbage, beans, tomato and
lettuce. Providing a wide assortment of
vegetable varieties enables the community to experiment to see which will
survive and thrive in their area. Once the
crops have been harvested, community
members are able to use seedlings, root
stock and grafts from the successful varieties to diversify their own gardens.
Through Community Disaster and
Climate Change Committees (CDCCCs),
CARE International has also lobbied
for the incorporation of climate change
information to be included within
school curricula and government policy in Vanuatu to increase community
knowledge and understanding of the
challenges. Organised in partnership with DARD and the Ministry of

In Vanuatu, communities are learning how
to produce climate and disease-resistant crops
to increase their resilience to climate change

Education and Training, the CDCCCs
have provided training to 259 community members and 273 students across
Tanna and Santo provinces. The training
focuses on climate-resilient agriculture,
such as improved techniques for planting, production of climate and disease
resistant crops, soil fertility and integrated pest management.
The CDCCC training has also covered
methods to improve food security and
included the provision of seedlings and
information on more nutritious crop
options, such as kumala, taro, cassava,
muguna and glyricidia. “Attending
the workshops increased my capacity to provide food and [gain] income
from my garden, especially the food
preservation workshop. I can use this
[training] to improve my livelihood,”
says May Saskias, vegetable grower
and mother-of-three. In addition to
attending food preservation workshops,
community members are also planning
ahead for inevitably low food stocks
during the cyclone season by using
locally-constructed solar dryers to preserve food. ■
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PA R M I N D E R V I R O B E

“Agriculture presents
extraordinary
opportunities
for young African
entrepreneurs”
After a distinguished 30-year career as an award winning film and television
producer and private equity investor in the industry, Parminder Vir accepted
Tony Elumelu’s invitation to join the Tony Elumelu Foundation (TEF). As CEO,
among other projects she has worked to launch the TEF Entrepreneurship
Programme.
Oluyinka Alawode
What is the story behind the launch of the
TEF Entrepreneurship Programme?
TEF’s mission springs from Mr
Elumelu’s vision to support 10,000
entrepreneurs from Africa’s 54 countries
through a commitment of €81 million
(US$100 million) over the next 10 years.
He believes that it is African entrepreneurs who will create jobs and generate
revenues for the economic development of Africa. Mr Elumelu invited me
to help operationalise this vision and it
was a challenge I could not refuse! So, I
found myself sitting behind the desk in
April 2014, looking at this extraordinary
vision and thinking: what framework do
we need to establish to enable the institutionalisation and democratisation of
support for entrepreneurs?
The framework that emerged is the
seven pillars of the TEF Entrepreneurship
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Programme: a holistic and structured
approach to developing entrepreneurs
across Africa. These pillars include a
12-week training programme to build
entrepreneurs’ capacity to manage their
business effectively; the allocation of an
expert mentor; seed capital investment of
€4,066 (US$5,000); an online platform
for entrepreneurs to build relationships
with each other; an annual gathering
of the entrepreneurs, policymakers and
private sector leaders from across Africa
at the TEF Entrepreneurship Forum
in Lagos; an online resource library of
information to help the entrepreneurs
develop their businesses; and, finally,
the TEF alumni network, which grows
by 1,000 entrepreneurs each year.
Since we first opened the application
portal in January 2015, the number of
applicants has doubled almost every

year, from 20,000 to the 151,692 applications we received this year when we
closed the portal for the fourth round of
the programme.
Which of the pillars is the most vital for
the long-term success and sustainability of
the entrepreneurs’ enterprises?
It has to be the training. When I meet
TEF entrepreneurs, I ask them for their
key take-away from the programme.
A large number cite the training programme, as well as the mentorship and
the opportunity to connect with other
like-minded entrepreneurs from across
the African continent.
We are slowly changing the mind-set
of entrepreneurs from grant seekers to
investment seekers, who see themselves
and their businesses as an investment
opportunity. You only become investor

© TONY ELUMELU FOUNDATION

As CEO of Africa’s leading philanthropic
organisation, Parminder Vir, oversees the strategic
development and implementation of its key
programmes

chocolate. The sufficient development
and retention of value chains, which tap
into the natural resources available on
the African continent, will create new
opportunities for entrepreneurs and jobs
for young people.

ready once you have got paying customers or clients for the products or
services that your business provides. The
challenge is to design a business model
that will turn €4,060 (US$5,000) into
€406,000 (US$500,000). For example,
one of our entrepreneurs undertook
the training programme, received the
seed capital, and went on to invest that
seed capital and his training wisely. He
came back a year later to tell us that his
food processing business was generating
€980,000 (US$1.2 million) in revenues.
We know that after the 12-week training programme, if the entrepreneurs are
serious, they will be able to turn their
ideas into viable businesses – we have
seen evidence of this impact and we
know that they will succeed.
Which sectors are the entrepreneurs most
commonly innovating in?
Our programme is sector agnostic, but
we were really blown away in the first
year, when the applications started to
come in, by how many of the ideas were
in agriculture. From the first application,
we are able to track the sector, country
and gender of all the applicants, as well
as the development stage of their business ideas.
Entrepreneurs are already diversifying – they can see where the growth
opportunities for businesses are – in
agriculture, education, training and ICTs,
for example, which are the fastest growing sectors across the African continent.
Do you have any examples of successful
agribusinesses that have grown up through
the TEF Entrepreneurship Programme?
Joel Cherop is an agriculture entrepreneur from Uganda, who had 1 ha of land

on which he wanted to be able to grow
three types of crop per year, rather than
just one, by channelling underground
water. He has been able to realise this
dream and you can imagine the revenues he has generated from diversifying
his crop output. He is now well-known
in his community, to the point that the
President of Uganda heard about his
story and visited his village to see for
himself what the young entrepreneur
was doing. He has since taken the training he received from our programme
and trained 50 other farmers, telling
them to think of themselves not just as
farmers, but as business owners. With
over 30% of TEF entrepreneurs coming
from the agriculture sector, we know
agriculture, from farm to fork, presents
extraordinary opportunities for young
African entrepreneurs.
What are the opportunities to transform
entrepreneurship in Africa?
For me, it is the human capital which
offers the greatest opportunity. This
continent has the youngest population
in the world; with over a billion people
living in Africa there is huge human
capital. The greatest potential lies in harnessing that capital and deploying it for
the economic and social development of
the continent. Nobody will want to leave
their home and country and go looking
for work elsewhere if we can create
those opportunities here.
There is also an extraordinary amount
of untapped natural resources – 60% of
the world’s arable land is on this continent. Uganda alone has over 14 million
cows, and yet it imports second-hand
shoes! There are many countries that
grow cocoa, but never actually eat the

What about technology?
Africa is leapfrogging in technology – look at how access to mobile
phones across Africa has revolutionised
everything. Right now, the internet and
mobile data is expensive, but technology
is a transformer and an enabler. If you
are a snail farmer, cassava processor,
or groundnut processor, for example,
technology can help you to connect with
potential buyers and help you to think
about the market for your product or
service beyond your local area. Africa
must build its own tech developers, we
must begin to use the talent from here.
All of TEF’s technology platforms – the
application portal, the online mentor
learning platform, the document management system and the TEF Hub for the
graduates of the programme – have been
built by local developers.
We are investing a lot in ICT entrepreneurs, who constitute 10-12% of the
entrepreneurs we have supported. They
find extraordinary solutions, which are
unique to meeting the needs on the continent – just look at the impact of M-Pesa
on mobile money transfers!
What more needs to be done to support
entrepreneurs?
Funding mechanisms need to diversify. Right now, entrepreneurs do not
have many options for sourcing capital;
they usually have to go to a bank and
pay incredibly high interest rates. Private
equity, venture capital, and business
angels are all risk averse. We have to
encourage investors to take some risks in
investing in early-stage and high-growth
enterprises – from across the continent.
Governments also need to embrace
entrepreneurship as an option for creating jobs and improve infrastructure to
create an environment that is conducive
for entrepreneurship across Africa. ■
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DR ELENI GABRE-MADHIN

“Don’t leave
technology to the men”

Emeline Wuilbercq
You represent a strong role model for ambitious African women. From your own experience, what advice would you give young
women who want to make an impact in the
agricultural sector?
My advice would be to think digital.
If you are producing fish or poultry, for
example, think about how digital technology can enhance your business: how
you can track your process and manage
payments better, how you can reach your
customers faster. The real excitement now
in agriculture is ag-tech. In the intersection between technology and agriculture,
there is an explosion of interest and
excitement in terms of innovation.
I would say to young women who may
be less ICT-inclined: don't leave technology
to the men. Embrace it, study computer
science, even if you are interested in agriculture. There are so many cutting-edge
applications like precision farming,
smart irrigation and climate-smart tech
solutions, which will create very big
opportunities for both young women and
men in agriculture in Africa.
A lot of your work has focused on helping
smallholder producers, many of whom are
women, access profitable markets. How can
policymakers do more to support women to
increase their incomes and develop new agribusinesses?
I think the most important policy
to help rural women is to keep girls in
school from 12 to 17 years of age. This is
the way to capture the dividend of the
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female labour force in the future. Many
studies have shown that it is one of the
major policy interventions that would
have a huge impact in terms of lifting
people out of poverty, and opening up
doors and opportunities for women living in rural areas.
I think government-supported networks of incubator or innovation centres
around the country, which provide
free wifi or internet access, would help
more women and young people develop
ag-tech start-ups and further the agricultural digital revolution. Over the last
few years, the government has established about 2,000 youth centres around
the country, almost in every zone. There
is a huge potential to use these youth
centres as places where young people
can access free internet and use their
time in those spaces to really think about
the problems that the world faces, and to
build ideas for their own businesses.
What motivated you to establish Ethiopia's first youth agribusiness incubator and
seed investor, blueMoon?
The motivation was, first and foremost,
that we didn’t already have one. The
problem is that there is a lot of emphasis
on micro-enterprises, which are usually
traditional, low-risk businesses that
require short-term finance. But what
happens to the ideas that are high-risk
and highly innovative that could have a
very big impact? This was the problem
that I fell in love with – how to enter this
world of crazy ideas that have potential
to go far and support entrepreneurs to
achieve something major.

© MICHAEL TEWELDE

Dr Eleni Gabre-Madhin, CEO and Founder of blueMoon – Ethiopia’s first
youth agribusiness incubator – stresses the importance that agribusinesses
“think digital.”

Dr Eleni Gabre-Madhin shares her experience as a
woman entrepreneur in Africa’s agricultural sector

To set up a seed investment platform
that would knowingly put money into
ventures that may or may not work, means
that we have to try to de-risk investments.
So the way to de-risk our incubator was
to choose a sector that we know well; I
had enough connections and networks
in agriculture to maximise the chances of
success thanks to the extensive experience
that I had gained in agribusiness. I don’t
know everything, but I am able to advise
incubators, give support and make good
decisions about whether or not something
would be worth investing in. That is why I
chose to focus on agribusiness.
It also turned out that over the last 3 years,
there has been an explosion of ag-tech
businesses in the start-up world. Ag-tech is
now considered the new fin-tech, in terms
of the interest by venture capital investors;
in fact, Google Ventures made its largest
investment last year to an ag-tech company
in the US. But there has also been a boom in
the number of ag-tech start-ups that have
come up in Africa since 2015. All of these
reasons came together when I was thinking
of starting blueMoon. ■

Dossier
ICT4AG START-UPS:
BUILDING A BETTER
E-AGRIBUSINESS
The recent boom in ag-tech start-ups has helped to further agricultural
transformation and improve farmers’ access to valuable ICT-enabled
services. But to continue this progress it is pertinent that entrepreneurs
design sustainable business models.

ANALYSIS

AG-TECH

Developing
a winning
strategy
The rapid evolution of ICTs is
providing new opportunities for young
entrepreneurs in agriculture. However,
there are many hurdles to be overcome
before these fledgling agribusinesses
become profitable.
Stephanie Lynch

T

echnology has been hailed as the
answer to agriculture’s transformation with its potential to
increase farming efficiency, resilience
and yields, whilst minimising costs. As
Eleni-Gabre Madhin, CEO of Ethiopia’s
first youth agribusiness incubator,
blueMoon, told Spore in this edition,
“Ag-tech is now considered the new
fin-tech.” All of this excitement around
technology in the sector has seen a
boom in e-agribusiness start-ups, but
what does it take to build a sustainable
ICT4Ag business in such a competitive
and demanding market?
No matter which sector they operate
in, all start-ups must have a viable business strategy to attract initial investment
and begin their path to profitability. Many
young agripreneurs, particularly in ACP
regions, lack the business ‘know-how’
to build a sustainable business model,
which is part of the reason that a lot of
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start-ups never make it to scale. Among
some of the key issues that continue to
hamper the success of ICT-enabled businesses, Christian Merz, senior program
officer of digital solutions at the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, identifies,
“Lack of evidence, challenging economics and poor understanding of the
consumer.”

Strategic planning
Like blueMoon, other initiatives such
as the African Agribusiness Incubators
Network, the Entrepreneurship Program
for Innovation in the Caribbean and
CTA’s Pitch AgriHack, have emerged
to guide more start-ups towards sustainable growth. However, developing
an effective business strategy requires
trial and reflection, and the timeframe
of programmes like Pitch AgriHack are
often too short to complete this process.
To start them off in the right direction,

CTA therefore recommends that agripreneurs use a business model canvas
– like the one provided by Strategyzer
– to encourage start-ups to think about
key aspects of their business model,
including potential partners, cost structures, revenue streams and marketing
channels.
Investing resources in developing a
well thought-out business model during
the conception of a business saves time
and money in the long-term. In ICT4Ag,
one of the key questions that start-ups
need to consider is where their revenue
will come from, as most smallholder
farmers have a limited ability or willingness to pay for services. “It is easy to
get excited about the large numbers of
underserved farmers, but they can also
be a challenging customer to acquire
and monetise,” notes Michael Elliot,
TechnoServe regional programme director for the Connected Farmer Alliance.
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Approximately 1 million farmers receive context-specific information via Esoko’s SMS services

Multiple revenue streams
When designing their business models, agripreneurs need to think about
how they can diversify their revenue
streams for long-term sustainability.
Targeting different customer segments
by providing solutions directed at private
sector value chain actors, farmer organisations or NGOs (i.e. organisations who
have greater capacity to pay for services
than the farmers themselves) is one way
that ICT4Ag start-ups can generate revenue from different sources. Ensibuuko,
a cloud-based storage system, offers
financial management services to
Ugandan Savings and Credit Cooperative
Organisations (SACCOs) for a fee. SACCO
farmer members are then able to check
their balance, make deposits and withdraw money using Ensibuuko’s services
on their mobile phones.
In West Africa, Farmerline, a software company founded in 2013, relies

on both business-to-business (B2B)
and direct-to-farmer revenue streams.
Whilst providing content messaging to
deliver tips on good agricultural practices,
weather reports and market information
to farmers in their local language, the
company also offers data analytics and
insight solutions to other value chain
actors, government organisations and
NGOs via its Mergdata platform. Mergdata
benefits agribusinesses by boosting
smallholder productivity with targeted
advice to farmers, increasing transparency in the supply chain and enabling
input providers to distribute products
to farmers through a network of trained
delivery agents. Global businesses, such
as The Hershey Company, ECOM Trading
and Armajaro, use Farmerline’s services
to better manage their entire supply chain
across West Africa.
Farmerline’s Paytime credit scoring
and lending app also provides financial

institutions with alternative data sources
that can act as collateral for farmers with
no credit history. By offering a range of
services directed at a variety of customer
segments, Farmerline became profitable within 3 years. As Ken Lohento,
CTA senior programme coordinator for
ICT4Ag, notes, “Developing different
revenue streams and leveraging different customer segments, is a winning
strategy.”

Market analysis
In the increasingly saturated ICT4Ag
market, it is essential that aspiring
agripreneurs not only identify a variety
of revenue streams, but also carry out
sufficient research before launching
their e-agribusiness. It is only through
analysing what already exists and then
identifying gaps in the market that
start-ups can hope to gain an advantage
over their competitors. In her interview ›
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Internet and mobile penetration

Internet and mobile penetration
While
mobile
phone
risenworldwide,
worldwide,
Africa's
internet
connectivity
stillbehind
lags behind
While
mobile
phoneusage
usage has risen
Africa's
internet
connectivity
still lags

51% of the global

population is now
connected to the internet

92% of global internet
users access the web via
mobile devices

81% of Africa’s
population have mobile
subscriptions, that’s 995
million people

362 million people in
Africa are active internet
users, but that equals just
29% of the population
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› with Spore in this edition, Parminder Vir,

CEO of the Tony Elumelu Foundation,
stressed the importance of researching
market opportunities, stating: “You
cannot say, ‘I am an entrepreneur,’ until
you have done an intense amount of
research on your idea” (see ICT start-ups
for crop production and marketing in this
edition).
Most start-ups are founded on the
development of solutions to problems,
which have been identified through
such research. Sokopepe, a Kenyan
social enterprise, is primarily designed
to address the lack of accurate records
of farming activities and the difficulties farmers face in accessing credit as
a result of poor record-keeping. The
company developed its Farm Records
Management
Information
System
(FARMIS) to help smallholder farmers commercialise their operations
by generating reports that identify
their productivity trends (e.g. seasonal
crop yields, labour costs, sales data
and farm inputs), seasonal profit and
loss statements, and income potential
projections.
With the data Sokopepe accumulates from these records, the company
connects farmers so that they can sell
produce in bulk, as well as link them to
input providers, insurance schemes and
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financial institutions. Kenyan farmer,
Agnes Kendi Mwaki, told the Alliance for
a Green Revolution in Africa’s (AGRA)
financial inclusion team that FARMIS
greatly benefited her during their study
of 15 ICT4Ag solution providers in
2016. “I would therefore be willing to
pay for Sokopepe’s services because I
see it as an investment and not a loss,”
she explained. Mwaki is not alone.
Sokopepe’s FARMIS service evidently
fills a gap in ICT4Ag, which has helped it
to maintain a monthly user growth rate
of 5%. At this rate, the company expects
to break-even in 2020 by which point
it aims to have attained 60,000 smallholder subscribers.

Testing usability
Start-ups must engage with their target end-users to develop ICT solutions
that directly respond to existing needs
and gaps in the market. “Apart from
making sure you have reliable revenue
streams, the most important thing is to
make sure you are offering something
that really provides value for customers,” advises Ken Lohento.
Developing ICT-enabled services
that add value for farmers requires
businesses to pilot products and gather
user feedback, so that services can be
adapted accordingly, before rolling the

product out on a larger scale. One company that has done this well is Ignitia,
which delivers daily weather forecasts
to Ghanaian farmers via SMS under its
iska™ service. In 2013, after iska™’s
first rainy season in operation, Ignitia
gathered feedback on the usefulness
and accuracy of its forecasts by directly
contacting individual subscribers and
farmer organisations using the service.
The pilot study reported that 93% of subscribers consulted the forecasts when
planning their daily farming activities
and the user retention rate was over
95%, which was likely due to the high
(84%) accuracy of the forecasts.
Despite the positive results of the
pilot and Ignitia’s provision of weather
forecasts in four local languages, illiteracy remains a major barrier to service
uptake. This is a common problem that
ICT4Ag providers face, which makes
constant monitoring and evaluation of
the usability of such services integral to
ensure alterations to products actually
improve the services being provided.
In 2016, for example, Ghanaian farmer
Mahama Amadu, lamented the removal
of weather symbols from Ignitia’s forecast messages. “If they could go back
to what they were previously doing
with the symbols, then every farmer
would be capable of understanding their

messages, at whatever level,” he told
AGRA. It is access to such insights that
helps start-ups to develop a product
which farmers are willing to pay for.

Extension training and marketing
Follow-up visits to local farming
communities that use its services
are scheduled by Farmerline every
6-8 weeks to measure the impact of
its voice messages and offer additional
training in the use of its mobile technology. Even when audio services are
provided in the local language, many
farmers in rural areas are not technologically literate and struggle to access the
information they need without being
trained to use ICT-enabled services.

When designing
business models,
agripreneurs need to
think about how they
can diversify their
revenue streams for
long-term sustainability

Top 10 reasons that start-ups fail

Top
10 reasons that start-ups fail
A survey of failed start-ups revealed the top reasons for their limited success

A survey of failed start-ups revealed the top reasons for their limited success
There isn’t sufficient market
demand for their products

42%

29%

They run out of money

Their team or partners do
not have the right capacities

They are outmatched by
their competitors

23%

2

19%

€

Their pricing model is not
suitable for their customer base

18%

Their product is not user friendly

17%

They did not develop a scalable
business model

17%

+

Face-to-face extension training in
the use of ICTs should be integrated into
the marketing strategies of most ICT4Ag
Their marketing efforts are poorly
start-ups. Wefarm, the world’s largest
designed and implemented
farmer-to-farmer digital network, enables farmers to ask and answer questions
related to best farming practices online
Their product does not respond
and via SMS. The company runs training
to consumer needs
courses to ensure ease of use for its consumers and advocate its peer-to-peer
model. One of the company’s key chalThey don’t pick the right time to
lenges has been getting farmers to realise
launch their product
that Wefarm’s network is truly free to
use, as many smallholders have been
taken advantage of by services with hid- Source: CB Insights’ 101 startup failure post-mortems
den costs. In his interview with Spore in
SOURCE: CB INSIGHTS’ 101 STARTUP FAILURE POST-MORTEMS
this edition, Martin Stimela, co-founder
of Brastorne Enterprises, explains that
“…having face-to-face customer care their service offering to the public. As a
helps to build trust in service providers.” result of these activities and the growing
Wefarm trains field agents as brand network of active users who provide
ambassadors, who then carry out quality answers to farmers, Wefarm has
face-to-face training with other farmers increased farmers’ trust in its platform,
on how to use the system. The company which now boasts over 720,000 farmer
also organises training days in con- subscribers from Kenya and Uganda.
junction with farmer cooperatives and Once farmers have signed up, the value
hosts radio campaigns to communicate of Wefarm speaks for itself, with 80% of

14%

+

14%

13%

farmer users saying they gain value from
the service and the company’s consequent 90% retention rate.

Profiting from partnerships
In addition to extensive marketing and
training campaigns, the formation of
strategic partnerships can help further
uptake of ICT4Ag services. Brastorne ›
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› Enterprises has partnered with Orange

Botswana to roll out its mAgri mobile
app, which provides farmers with
access to farming information, markets,
finance and low-cost communication.
Partnering with a well-known telecommunications company has allowed
the start-up to tap into a large pool of
pre-existing customers and grow its
active user-base to 300,000 within
2 years. The partnership has also helped
Brastorne to overcome the issue of trust,
as the mAgri service gained automatic
legitimacy via its association with
Orange’s brand.
Partnerships not only increase
start-ups’ ability to acquire customers
and gain visibility, but can also help to
build a more attractive product. Rather
than simply offering one service, businesses can offer a bundle of value-added
ICT4Ag services if they partner with a
variety of organisations that have different capacities (see also Sooretul: local food
products just one click away in this edition).
CTA’s
Market-led
User-owned
ICT4Ag-enabled Information Service
(MUIIS) is based on this model. Through
partnerships with satellite-based agricultural data providers, eLEAF and

aWhere, remote sensing technology
company, EARS, and Ensibuuko, MUIIS
is able to offer farmers context-specific
weather alerts and agronomic advice
via their mobile phones, as well as
index-based weather insurance for
maize, beans, sesame or soybeans – all
under one subscription.

Start-ups must engage
with their target endusers to develop ICT
solutions that directly
respond to existing needs
and gaps in the market
Given the costs and infrastructure
required for service delivery, the provision of the MUIIS package would not be
possible without forming partnerships
with organisations that have relevant
capacities. So partnerships are also helpful to share some of the costs of service
provision and marketing, which is an

important consideration for agribusinesses that are just getting started.

Sourcing finance
Seed capital to enable ICT4Ag start-ups
to get off the ground is not yet readily
available, particularly in ACP regions,
which makes it all the more essential
that e-agribusinesses have a clear cost
structure and feasible business model
to maximise their chances of receiving a loan or grant (see Spore’s blog on
Unlocking access to finance for youth agripreneurs: https://tinyurl.com/y87xqgnj).
Only start-ups that have thought
about all of the outlined issues – from
identifying a range of revenue streams
to delivering a product that responds to
farmers’ needs and ensuring that they
are able to use it – will even be considered for support from incubators,
entrepreneurship programmes, angel
investors or financial institutions. ■
CTA’s recent publication
‘An ICT Agripreneurship Guide – A Path
to Success for Young ACP Entrepreneurs’
(https://tinyurl.com/y96atulq) offers more
detailed information for young people
interested in developing e-agribusinesses.

Esoko’s long-term success
With over 10 years of successful ICT4Ag service provision under its belt, Esoko offers a good example of a sustainable e-agribusiness
model. “The key to Esoko’s continuing success is our constant pursuit of knowing what farmer’s needs are, and feeding this directly
into our service offering,” an Esoko spokesperson explains. “Every step of the way, we have listened to what farmers’ challenges are
and have adapted our services accordingly.”
Launched in 2005 as an experiment to discover how mobile technology could enhance the livelihoods of rural communities across
Africa, Esoko initially started delivering information on market prices to farmers via SMS. The company soon established a call centre
to address literacy issues and offer information in local languages. However, Esoko quickly realised that farmers needed more than
just price information, so crop advice and weather alerts were added to its information and communication services, along with the
opportunity for commodity buyers to more easily connect with producers.
To further diversify its service offerings and revenue streams, Esoko has subsequently developed two additional products: Insyt
and Knowledge Plus. Both products are based on a B2B model, whereby Insyt offers mobile and web-based data collection tools
to help government agencies, agribusinesses or NGOs carry out market research and profile their beneficiaries; while Knowledge
Plus enables such organisations to curate content and deliver the desired information to remote communities in a format that can
be accessed offline. With its enumerator network across Ghana, the company has profiled 2.2 million people and mapped over
42,000 ha of farmland.
Esoko’s ability to collect data and disseminate information so easily and efficiently sets it apart from other similar ICT4Ag service
providers. To increase its pool of farmers using the platform – which now stands at approximately 1 million – Esoko partnered with
Vodafone Ghana in 2015. Through the Vodafone Farmers’ Club, Esoko provides farmers with market prices, location specific weather
forecasts and agricultural tips at a discounted price of €0.36 per month. The value of its services for farmers and businesses alike has
ensured that the company’s user-base continues to grow.
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Martin Stimela:
“A business has to be social”

M

artin Stimela, co-founder of
Brastorne Enterprises, which provides
ICT solutions for African agriculture,
shares his insights on some of the core
components for a successful business model.
What is the key to creating a sustainable
and scalable ICT4Ag business model?
Obviously, to make a business more
sustainable you need to provide content or
services that are localised. I don’t just mean
services that respond to the demands of the
local context, but also in terms of language. As
you know, most people who work in
agriculture are underprivileged and
underserved, and the majority of them will not
speak English. So services targeting this group
have to be translated into local languages.
Crucially, the business also has to be social – I
think this is really the key ingredient. In ICT4Ag,
even though services are usually provided on
mobile phones, agribusinesses forget to make
them engaging but rather focus on commodity
pricing, access to markets, early warning
indicators etc., which means the products often
become really boring. The minute you make a
business social, so that people can interact and
chat about their produce, as well as learn and
share ideas, you create vitality and traction in
your target market.
Why is it important for ICT-enabled
agribusinesses to consider different business
models?
So businesses can either be B2B or B2C. B2B
is business-to-business, whilst B2C is businessto-customer or a ‘direct-to-farmer’ model. The
reason why you would integrate both models is
again for sustainability reasons, as it gives you
multiple income streams and multiple partners. I
believe that the magic number is at least eight
different income streams, just to make sure that
if one stream proves not to be fruitful you can
still sustain the business.
Working with corporate companies in a B2B
model will often mean that businesses get paid
in bulk for their services, whereas customers in
a B2C model will usually pay for subscription

services in smaller amounts or on a
‘pay-as-you-go’ basis for individual calls and
SMS services. Businesses are also interested in
paying for access to customer data – for
example, we can supply de-identified
aggregated data on over 500,000 users on our
platform – which provides another source of
income that can be harnessed.
How can public-private partnerships (PPPs)
benefit ICT-enabled agribusinesses?
If you are part of a PPP you don’t have to
do everything yourself, which helps to reduce
the cost of capital. For example, in the
development of our mobile app, mAgri, we
partnered with mobile operators. This means
we do not have to go out there and build our
own user base – the telecommunications
company that we have partnered with
already has a large database of users that we
have been able to tap into. PPPs also help
new businesses to gain credibility and
customers’ trust. As a new guy coming off
the block, partnering with a huge company
that is already known allows you to ride on
the consumer loyalty for that brand.

© BRASTORNE ENTERPRISES

Stephanie Lynch

Martin Stimela,
co-founder
of Brastorne
Enterprises,
provides advice
for ICT-enabled
agribusinesses

Why is effective marketing and extension
training in the use of ICT4Ag services so
important to increase uptake among target
end-users?
I think it’s really important to help shorten the
learning curve for target consumers to use the
ICT-enabled services being provided. A lot of
end-users in the agricultural sector need
education and training in terms of using the ICT
itself. Extension training is not just about teaching
consumers how to use the service, but about
training them how to use mobile phones or the
USSD (unstructured supplementary service
data) technology that we use.
Additionally, having face-to-face customer
care helps to build users’ trust in service
providers. With on-the-ground marketing and
training, users see the people behind the
services and can better relate to the company,
which gives them a bit more trust in the product
and helps to encourage adoption of the services.
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Sooretul: local food products
just one click away
An e-commerce platform in Senegal offers agribusinesses and smallholder
farmers access to urban clients looking to buy quality local products.
Manon Laplace

T

Promoting local products
Prior to launching Sooretul, the four founders
of the Sooretul platform – who were all computer
engineering students at the École Supérieure
Polytechnique in Dakar – created a platform
in 2011 to promote and provide information to
producers on fisheries, livestock and agricultural products in the framework of Microsoft’s
Imagine Cup local competition. The platform
then morphed into an e-commerce platform in
September 2014 to fill the local product supply
gap and facilitate the buying process. Sooretul
was launched with the founders’ own funds and
a grant from Fond de Développement du Service
Universel des Télécoms, which ensures that a
public telecom service is available across the
country.
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he Senegalese start-up Sooretul – meaning ‘it’s right here’ in Wolof – is devoted
to delivering rural products to urban consumers. The Sooretul e-commerce platform for
the online sale of local and organic foods was
launched in 2014 to bring these products to Dakar
consumers.
The recent emergence of the middle class in
Senegal has led to a shift in eating habits, but
food supply trends have not followed suit. Urban
consumers seeking attractive, ready-to-eat,
processed and quality-controlled foods are also
more demanding regarding the traceability and
ethical aspects of these commodities. “There is
growing awareness that local goods are a lever
for the Senegalese economy,” says Awa Caba, just
30-years-old and co-founder of Sooretul. “More
imported products are currently sold in Dakar
supermarkets than local processed products.”

Sooretul’s collaboration
with women processors
gives them material support,
more visibility and access
to a new urban clientele

First, it was essential to identify existing processing units, which are primarily run by all-women
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), thousands of which are found in Senegal. Sooretul’s
collaboration with these women processors gives
them material support, more visibility and access
to a new urban clientele. With over 7 million people
in Senegal digitally connected, rural women living
hundreds of kilometres from Dakar have access to
a huge number of consumers through Sooretul’s
online platform. In fact, women-led SMEs have
reported that Sooretul has enabled them to more
than double their monthly turnover.
“Many of the women work in their processing
units and have no access to the technology necessary to promote their products,” says Caba. “In
rural areas, they do not necessarily have sales outlets nearby, nor can they afford to open one. Online
selling turned out to be the best option.” Caba goes
on to explain that this new market also enables
cooperatives to expand and tailor their range of
products. “Feedback from customers during home
delivery helps us guide our processors towards
improving their products or creating new ones.”

“Administration is the toughest part”
After convincing women processors to embrace
e-commerce, the first main hurdle that the SME had
to overcome was coping with the administrative
aspects of running a business. Caba and her three
associates – all with engineering training – had no
prior entrepreneurial experience. “The Microsoft
competition awakened our entrepreneurial spirit,
but the administration was the toughest part at
first,” says the entrepreneur. “Tax issues are still
tricky because Senegal does not have a suitable
taxation regime for start-ups, except perhaps on
paper. However, taxes levied on not yet profitable
start-up companies are crippling. We had to work
informally for the first 2 years because we were
not earning enough money to pay the taxes.” Caba
now belongs to the Enablis entrepreneurial network, where she can obtain legal advice regarding
supplier contracts, corporate restructuring and
business issues.
Sooretul is in its growth phase and successfully
tripled its sales between 2015 and 2017. This revenue is derived from three activities: online sales, a
business catering service that was launched in 2016,
and a partnership with DIGITAG, a digital marketing
agency. This partnership has attracted the attention
of USAID, which supports four producers’ and

women processors’ platforms throughout Senegal.
“USAID helps processors develop new products and
then calls on us to promote them. We shoot videos
illustrating recipes, while showcasing the food
products and the women processors involved,” says
Caba. DIGITAG is currently Sooretul’s largest source
of income.
In November 2016, Sooretul also received a
€15,000 grant from CTA, as winner of the Pitch
AgriHack competition’s advanced stage category.
CTA’s support has helped Caba to grow her business. Since 2016, she has expanded her supplier
base to work with three new women cooperatives
to meet consumer demand for particular products
(e.g. local rice from northern Senegal), as well as
purchase a vehicle to facilitate delivery of larger
goods.

The search for long-term investment
However, Sooretul has not yet achieved profitability. Moreover, the start-up is under competition
from some hypermarkets. “Until 2017, our prices
were competitive compared to those of the Casino
and City Dia supermarket chains, but then Auchan
arrived on the scene and undercut us. Customers
have the choice – our marketing rationale is focused
on the rareness, local origin and distinctiveness of
our products rather than on the price,” says Caba.
Caba is also using the support to develop business
partnerships outside Senegal; Sooretul is currently
finalising deals in Côte d’Ivoire where it aims to
develop a similar platform and partnerships with
local producers and has also started selling its products to an Asian business wholesaler. To support the
growth of the start-up, CTA also invited Caba to
participate in events to give Sooretul international
visibility. Commercial partnerships in France have
been explored, Sooretul products were presented in
Geneva at a social investment meeting and the SME
was able to interact during recent events organised
by the African Development Bank.
Sooretul is now looking for investors to help it
acquire more equipment, increase business, reinforce staff capacity, and hire people to help with
the increased workload. A broad communication
campaign – branded ‘I buy local’ – should soon
be launched on social media and to promote the
platform. Caba is ambitious, “We now hope to get
a foothold in major African capitals, starting with
Abidjan. This will require a large-scale communications campaign to scale-up our sales and generate
profits.” ■
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ICT start-ups for crop
production and marketing
Private technology developers across the Caribbean are creating
market information systems to help farmers make better decisions in
the field and link them to new markets. These emerging e-agriculture
business models are improving crop production and marketing,
and increasing revenues for farmers and developers alike.
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Natalie Dookie
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Revofarm is leading
the way in providing
weather and agronomic
data to farmers on
their phones

gribusinesses across the Caribbean are began building their customer base and worked on
challenged by a lack of market knowledge, making the business model sustainable.
“In the ICT4Ag space, the road to profitability is
technology and business support. Recently,
however, innovative software developers in Jamaica long, but we are getting there. For now, our reward
and Trinidad and Tobago have been using ICTs to fill is seeing how the technology has helped farmers
these agricultural information gaps. These e-market improve their planting and selling processes, and
increase their revenue. Our
intelligence systems are
service is to provide
also revolutionising the
E-market intelligence systems main
access to data, for which
agriculture sector by digifarmers’ pay a subscription
tally connecting producers
are revolutionising
fee. We recently launched a
with markets. For instance,
second service connecting
Revofarm, a Jamaican SMS
the agricultural sector
farmers to new markets.
and web-based app, is
Although it is not yet genleading the way in providby digitally connecting
erating revenue, it looks
ing weather and agronomic
promising,” Gowdie states.
data to farmers on their
producers with markets
Revofarm’s
partnership
phones and empowering
with aWhere in the United States also gives it a
them to make smart, field-level decisions.
The Revofarm business model was born out of competitive edge; aWhere supplies real time satan idea by Ricardo Gowdie, product manager and ellite weather conditions, pest and disease indices,
co-founder, to assist his mother, a trader in the agronomic data and crop growth stage data. As a
Jamaican markets, by improving her access to a result, the aWhere services form part of Revofarm’s
wide variety of crops. In 2014, Gowdie formal- main business costs together with research, develised his idea by building a team, which included opment, and SMS technology.
Oshane Gooden, lead software developer, and
Warren Robinson, user interface and experience Adapting to market challenges
designer. Gowdie explains his vision, “One in every
However, despite the progress in e-services, a key
three Jamaicans is a farmer, yet farming only con- challenge in the Caribbean for ICT-enabled agritributes 6.5% to our GDP, with Jamaica importing businesses is that farming is plagued by low literacy
about €800 million in food annually. Many of the rates, and farmers are slow to adapt to technology.
over 200,000 registered farmers in Jamaica live in Revofarm has overcome this hurdle by focusing on
poverty, unable to break even. Therefore, we want a subset of its customer base to work mostly with
to make agriculture more attractive and sustainable young innovative farmers. Many farmers also do not
by reducing input costs and maximising production have access to the internet in the field, so Revofarm
to yield more profit for farmers.” In 2014, annual reorganised its business model to be able to reach
agricultural production declined by 30% after 100% of Jamaican farmers by incorporating SMS
months of extreme drought accompanied by technology into its software. With farmers’ reluctance
brush fires. As a result of these climatic challenges, to pay for technology, Revofarm split its services
Gowdie also wants to educate farmers about how into three customised package solutions so farmers
they can reduce climate change impacts on their are able to purchase what they need and can afford
crop production.
from a combination of the following: market insight,
weather and agronomic data, and market linkages.
In addition, they are collaborating with NGOs, such
A long road to profitability
Revofarm’s first major developmental step as the Jamaica Castor Industry Association, which
was entering ‘Start Up Jamaica’, a regional accel- will be using Revofarm's services to provide memerator competition for entrepreneurship and bers with daily market information.
Gowdie states, “Financing is a big challenge,
innovation across the Caribbean. Placed in the top
three, Revofarm won a place to spend 3 months in because investors are sceptical about the agri-space
2014 at Oasis 500, a business incubator in Jordan. due to its unpredictability. By using our technolDuring this time, they registered the company, ogy, we hope to make the sector more predictable,
and worked with mentors to validate the business thus increasing access to funding for farmers and
concept by studying the market and its needs. In also ourselves.” In an ever-changing technological
November 2014, the Revofarm team went on to environment, Gowdie plans to remain relevant by
represent the region in the South American leg investing in research and development. “Our vision
of the CTA-sponsored Hackathon competition in is to have 300,000 farmers using our data system
Peru. With the help of experts brought in to provide by 2030, and improving their yields by 30%, lowmentoring, the team refined their revenue stream, ering Jamaica’s food import bill while contributing ›
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› to GDP. We are also changing our business model to become

more farmer-centric. We want to understand their challenges,
and then provide technological solutions they need. In order
to remain sustainable, we plan to add product lines and, in the
near future, we intend to build our own monitoring hardware
to provide integrated field monitoring systems for farms.”

“We hope to make the sector more
predictable, thus increasing access
to funding for farmers and also ourselves”
Moving beyond market delivery services
Trinidad and Tobago’s Market Movers is also recognised as
a leading digital agribusiness. In 2016, they secured Ernst &
Young’s Emerging Entrepreneur of the Year award as one of the
fastest growing local businesses. Since its formation a decade
ago, the firm has transitioned from an online retail distribution
platform for fresh fruits and vegetables to adding wholesale
and corporate customers, while expanding into dairy and convenience lines. Its main competitor in Trinidad and Tobago,
HubBox Grocery, also delivers some fresh produce items.
However, Market Movers guarantees freshness through its alliances with farmers, and has further differentiated its services

to provide pesticide-free products. In order to remain sustainable, the firm no longer offers free delivery, as this proved
to be its largest operating expense. Its main customers were
initially busy housewives, professionals and health-conscious
individuals, however, as the business has expanded to provide
export business solutions, agro-processing firms have taken an
interest in the company.
David Thomas, Market Movers’ managing director, shares
why the business decided to diversify, “In the beginning, our
biggest challenge was access to cash flow, particularly when
we started offering the wholesale option which required sizeable credit facilities. In order to sustain this, we needed new
revenue streams. We saw a gap in the market to help companies get their products on local shelves, and also to export.
Our niche has always been agriculture-based food industries, so we decided to use our experience in this area to help
agro-processing firms.” As a result, Market Movers launched
two new business services to help these agro-processing companies become export ready by offering e-commerce website
solutions and packaging design options for international
markets. By adding these income-generating services, the
company was able to mitigate its cash flow issues and become
more profitable. Market Movers continues to innovate and, in
2016, introduced Caribbean Papaya – the first local frozen fruit
convenience product in Trinidad and Tobago – under its Farm
& Function brand. ■

Agrocentral: looking to the future with blockchain technology
The Agrocentral business-to-business platform in Jamaica
streamlines communication between large-scale buyers, such
as agro-processors and restauranteurs, and their suppliers, i.e.
farmers. Users pay a monthly service fee to access this ‘one-stop
shop’ of tools where they can create and automate orders, track
product requirement quotas and generate metrics. This digital
centralised space offers a unique way to manage agriculture
transactions. Buyers place their orders online and suppliers receive
notification via text message, email or a telephone call. As a result,
key business costs for the company are website maintenance,
web services, and telecommunications.
Janice Mcleod, Agrocentral co-founder, explains that their main
challenge, which they are yet to overcome, is that stakeholders
view their team as ‘young’, and therefore not having adequate
experience. This perception has hampered Agrocentral’s ability
to source new customers, which they do through one-to-one
meetings, the company website and media coverage. Mcleod also
feels that this perception has constrained their access to capital
and expertise. She states, “Agri-tech businesses must innovate
or die. In 2013, we started off as a communications system to
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build farmer information. However, due to fragmentation of the
farmer landscape, collection and access to data proved to be
challenging. So we decided to move further up the value chain to
collect information from buyers. While our main clients are here
in Jamaica, we also have a customer in Abuja, Nigeria, and we
expect to increase our exports in the future. We are focusing on
Africa as a first step in the international market as their level of
technological development is similar to the Caribbean.”
In addition, Agrocentral is exploring the advantages of
incorporating blockchain technology (BCT) into its website. BCT is
a de-centralised record-keeping system, which is updated in realtime (see Spore article, Digital innovation: blockchain’s disruptive
potential in ACP value chains: https://tinyurl.com/yckn3n99).
Mcleod believes, “We can use BCT to manage our database of
economic transactions to record frequency and timeliness of
payments. This will allow us to determine how well users pay for
the service; farmers will also be able to share how they performed
as buyers, and we will also be able to determine which farmers
performed best – allowing us to determine which are ‘trusted’
businesses.”
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Young agripreneurs create markets
for farmers in the Congo
To encourage value addition of cassava and provide employment opportunities for local
farmers, women and youths in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), young
entrepreneurs have established eight processing centres across the country.
James Karuga

C
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assava processing by young
graduates has created market
opportunities for 500 local farmers in the Bukavu region of DRC. Since
2015, the 21-member International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA)
Kalambo Youth Agripreneurs (IKYA)
group has been buying cassava from
these farmers and processing it locally
into flour. Their market comprises
supermarkets, local households and
nutrition centres where they can sell 1 kg
of flour for €0.80 (FC 1,540), and weekly
sales demand has risen from 900 kg to
2 t in 2018.
According to IKYA’s leader, Noel
Mulinganya, before the project, Bukavu
farmers sold their raw cassava across
the border in Rwanda where it was processed into flour, then sold back to them.

500

Congolese farmers have found
new market opportunities
in cassava processing

300
young graduates have gained
livelihoods directly through
agripreneur groups like IKYA

To enable local processing, and create
employment opportunities for local
youths and women, IITA provided IKYA
with start-up capital, cassava value addition training, quality planting materials
and cassava flour processing equipment
to establish eight cassava
community
processing
centres (CCPCs) across the
country.
“The demand in Bukavu
is above 11,000 t per
month for the flour,” says
Mulinganya. To meet the
increasing demands, after
ensuring the quality of
the flour, IKYA buys processed cassava flour from
the CCPCs. In the Katana
region, IKYA purchased
14,707 kg of cassava flour
from one of the CCPC’s
between December 2015
and
September
2016,
generating a net revenue
for its members of €955
In DRC young agripreneurs have established cassava processing
(FC 1.8 million).
centres, creating employment opportunities for 500 farmers
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In 2017, IKYA diversified into processing maize flour and trained
50 young rural maize farmers from
Kamanyola district in the production
of disease-free maize grain. The young
farmers – known as Jeunes Entrepreneurs
de Kamanyola (young entrepreneurs of
Kamanyola [JEK]) have also partnered
with IKYA to invest in the establishment
of a new maize flour processing centre
in the district, which they will supply
with the raw material. This partnership
is expected to increase the production
capacity of IKYA from 7 to 25 t per week,
expand the supply of maize flour in the
province, and increase the revenues of
IKYA and JEK. IKYA will also be able
to export the product to nearby countries, like Rwanda, and help engage
about 200 unemployed youth indirectly
through maize production.
IKYA is one of 14 agripreneur groups
based across DRC, Kenya, Nigeria,
Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia to receive
agribusiness incubation from IITA
since 2012. The youths are mentored
to develop a bankable agri-enterprise
business plan that can be funded
by financial institutions, donors or
angel investors before they exit the
programme. The other 13 groups are
running enterprises in horticulture,
soymilk production, cassava and sweet
potato value addition, fish production,
fish feed manufacture, contract farming, agriculture training, grain trading,
poultry and online marketing, among
others. Their enterprises have provided
direct livelihoods to over 300 young
graduates, and capacity development to
over 2,000 youths. ■

BOOSTING TRADE

Geographical indication
secures higher prices

© MONTSERRAT COCOA FARMERS’ CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED

Agricultural products in the Dominican Republic, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago have
been awarded geographical indications (GIs), which has seen farmers receiving as much
as 200% price increases and 100% growth in demand.
Natalie Dookie

I

n the English-speaking Caribbean,
Jamaica was the first country to register a GI, which recognises niche
products with a geographical origin,
starting with Jamaica jerk in 2015, followed by Jamaica rum in 2016. Lilyclaire
Bellamy, executive director of the Jamaica
Intellectual Property Office, noted the
creation of spin-off industries in Jamaica
due to increasing demand from the protected international trademarks, “With
the majority of raw materials used in
Jamaica jerk being of local origin, this
provides a guaranteed market for farmers. They are now more incentivised to
grow, for example, peppers for registered
jerk producers. In addition, GIs present
a tourism opportunity for Jamaica to
create visitor attractions to showcase the
products.”
The Montserrat Cocoa Farmers’
Co-operative Society Limited (MCFCSL)
in Trinidad and Tobago secured the
country’s first GI in 2017. MCFCSL,
which has 48 members, was established
in 2010 and produces Trinitario cocoa
in the Montserrat Hills region of central
Trinidad. MCFCSL president Christopher
Paul reflects on the impact of obtaining
the GI for its cocoa, “As a direct result, we
have been able to obtain a premium price
on the local market and demand from
our international buyers has increased
by 100%. The GI shows that our beans
are unique, guaranteeing buyers a fine
flavour quality, which gives us greater
leverage when negotiating, making us
more competitive.”
In 2010, Café de Valdesia (CDV) coffee
became the first GI for the Dominican
Republic and, in 2016, it was recognised

Montserrat cocoa farmers have seen demand from international buyers increase by 100%
since gaining GI certification

by the EU as the only coffee in the
world, and the only agri-food product in
Africa, the Americas and Oceania with
a protected designation of origin (PDO).
Although farmers had been exporting to
Europe and the US since the mid-1850s,
the Valdesia Coffee Regulating Council
was established in 2009 to represent
the CDV coffee producing region as the
Council wanted to obtain the GI seal of
quality to achieve greater international
differentiation. Richard Decamps, CEO
of the Council states that, “As a result of
the GI process, we were able to expand
our legal protection against unfair commercial competition, while achieving
greater security for buyers with respect
to product quality. We have also received
higher valuations for green coffee (raw
material) and processed coffee (toasted

or ground).” Data from 2016/2017 shows
the average export price for CDV certified green coffee was 205% higher than
the New York Stock Exchange reference price. “The impact of the process
has been positive in other ways, as the
Council was able to raise more funds for
projects to support farmers, one of which
is maintaining five community nurseries
to provide coffee plants to producers,”
says Decamps.
Reflecting on the future, Bellamy says,
“GI protection is in its infancy stage in the
Caribbean, and we are now building our
knowledge base. However the Economic
Partnership Agreement between the EU
and CARIFORUM allows for an exchange
of and recognition of GI lists, so perhaps
this will help create a greater push within
the region to certify its products.” ■
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Increasing farm productivity
in Cameroon
© SETH LAZAR/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO

Increased availability of quality seed in Cameroon is enabling smallholder farmers to
boost their yields and incomes, and increase the food self-sufficiency of the country.
Elias Ntungwe Ngalame

T

o enhance productivity in
Cameroon, more than two
dozen
seed
multiplication
farms for maize, cassava, beans, yams
and plantains have been established,
which supply rural smallholders with
improved, affordable seeds. The farms,
which have been set up by the Southwest
Development Authority (SOWEDA)
in Buea, in collaboration with local
farmer organisations, provide a reliable
stock of resilient seeds for smallholders
struggling to adapt to the impacts of climate change. In 2017, over 70,000 t of
maize seeds, 20,000 t of bean seeds and
15,000 yam sets from the farms were
distributed to smallholders in the region.
Further, since the project’s implementation in 2014, 63 farming groups with over
70,000 members across the south-west
region have benefited.
According to Patrick Esapa, president
of the Southwest Farmer’s Cooperative
Union, severe droughts between 2012
and 2015 led to a limited supply of quality seed, and prices soared. Tomato seed,
for example, quadrupled in price to €240
(CFA 160,000) for a 5 l container. By
contrast, farmers who join a SOWEDA
common initiative group can get a variety of seeds at the beginning of each
year for €75 (CFA 50,000). The farmers
also receive inputs like fertilisers for free.
“In the past, accessing seeds has been a
major hurdle. Sometimes we could get
quality seeds from agriculture research
centres, but at prices three times
higher than what we get now from the
seed multiplication farms,” says Julius
Takem, a cassava farmer from Buea. “We
now get a regular supply of quality and
adapted seeds at affordable prices,” says
Divine Nkeng, also from Buea.
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With a regular supply of quality and adapted
seeds at affordable prices, farmers have seen
their yields increase dramatically

Since 2014, maize farmer Adolph
Njokwe has been using the improved
SOWEDA variety, which matures in
90-100 days as opposed to 130-150 days
for the traditional variety. He says that
since adopting the seed, harvests from his
1.6 ha farmland have increased from 3.5 t
to 8 t. Speaking on the resilience of the
farm seeds, Nkeng says, “The seeds do well
even during dry periods, unlike the ones
we used before.” Due to the increased
availability of quality, adapted seed and a
surge in production, the government estimates that more than 30,000 smallholder
farmers in the south-west region have
increased their income by 25%.
SOWEDA officials acknowledge that the
programme faces some difficulties and
needs more funds to expand its research
and development into high-yielding
seed varieties. “The need for partners to
support the creation and diversification
of seed multiplication opportunities in
Cameroon to fight growing food insecurity

30,000
farmers have increased
their incomes by

25%
as a result of better access
to adapted seeds
is crucial,” says Samuel Tangu, chief of
the economic empowerment and food
security support project in the east of
the country. However, the multiplication farms cover all six divisions in the
south-west region and are also now selling
seeds to farmers in other regions. “We are
happy the seed multiplication farms are
expanding as many more farmers from
other parts of the country are attracted to
the high yielding seeds,” says Christopher
Ekungwe, regional delegate of agriculture
and rural development for the south-west
region. “For agriculture to be successful, it
starts with quality planting material,” he
explains. ■

HERBS AND SPICES

Going organic for chilli sauce in Zambia
Smallholder farmers across Zambia are supplying a local agri-processing company with
organically-grown chilli and garlic to produce pesticide-free condiments for sale across
the country, and Southern Africa at large.
Doreen Chilumbu Nawa

I
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n Zambia, the organic production
and processing of chilli and garlic
is providing over 800 small-scale
farmers across the country with
increased incomes. The farmers supply
Lumuno Organic Farms, a processing
enterprise based in Chongwe district,
east of Lusaka, which produces a range
of value-added products, including chilli
sauce and chilli-garlic sauce.
Launched in 2007, Lumuno Organic
Farms was established by Khama Mbewe
to reduce chilli losses in the country.
Today, the company produces over
20,000 bottles of chilli and chilli-garlic
sauce per month and the enterprise is
valued at over €420,000. “I know that
Zambia’s future lies in agriculture. I
thought I could make myself useful to
farmers in the country if I invested my
time and money in organic farming to
produce pesticide-free crops,” Mbewe
says.

To acquire the necessary technology,
equipment and training to increase the
factory’s processing capacity and to
develop its product for export, Lumuno
received a USAID Strategic Partnership
Grant in 2012. “The grant is upgrading the
current chilli processing line and establishing an outgrower arrangement to
boost production capacity from 9,000 to
20,000 bottles of chili sauce per month,”
says Mbewe. As well as increasing production for Lumuno, the outgrower
arrangement
provides
small-scale
vegetable-producers with a sustainable
and reliable market supplying the company. Mercy Banda, a 49-year-old chilli
and garlic farmer says the scheme has
changed her life. “Before, I used to grow
chilli and garlic for household consumption only. But now, I grow it on 0.8 ha of
land and it has proven to be more profitable and less labour-intensive than
maize,” she says.

Over 500 farmers have received training in the organic production of chilli
and garlic and post-harvest handling
from Lumuno Farms in partnership
with Zambia’s Ministry of Agriculture.
“Extension officers taught us about crop
management – from land preparation
to post-harvest management. I never
had such knowledge in my whole life
as a rural farmer,” says Chisomo Phiri,
a beneficiary of the outgrower scheme.
Permanent secretary for Lusaka province, Brigadier-General Emelda Chola,
says that small-scale maize farmers
should consider diversifying into high
value crops such as chilli and herbs,
and commends Lumuno for signing a
€40,000 (ZK 470,300) agreement with
the European-Africa Caribbean Pacific
Liaison Committee to train small-scale
farmers in organic production.
With an increased amount of produce
to package and distribute, the company currently employs 15 full-time
staff members as well as over 100 seasonal workers. Increased production
has also enabled Lumuno to supply
local Spar supermarkets and enter into
negotiations with Zambian company
ShopRite for a potential deal. As well as
distributing its products locally, since
receiving the USAID grant, Lumuno has
been exporting its innovative products
to the Democratic Republic of Congo
and countries from the Southern African
Development Community, including
Angola, Botswana, Malawi, Mozambique
and Zimbabwe. ■

In Zambia, vegetable farmers are accessing
a sustainable and reliable market for their chilli
and garlic produce
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PRICE GUARANTEE

Grain futures
offer a solution
to market volatility
The launch of grain futures contracts in Zambia will help farmers and
other stakeholders to protect themselves from volatile prices and
could encourage other countries to follow suit.
Helen Castell

A

new futures contract that will
allow farmers, traders, banks
and other stakeholders to protect
themselves against shifts in Zambian
grain prices is being launched by the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE)
and Zambian Commodity Exchange
(ZAMACE).
The US dollar-denominated contracts
will be listed on the long-established JSE
but, for the first time, will allow participants to lock in prices for future delivery
of grains from Zambia, explains Chris
Sturgess, JSE director of commodities.
Contracts will initially cover white maize,
followed by wheat and soybean.
To encourage smaller players to participate, each contract will cover 10 t of grain,
compared to JSE’s standard ‘lot’ size of
100 t. Five contracts will be launched per
year, in March, May, July, September and
December, each expiring after 12 months
to coincide with harvesting and production
cycles. To buy a futures contract, participants will pay an upfront deposit that
Sturgess estimates will initially be about
10-12% of the agreed price for one lot.

Mitigating risk
Price volatility in Zambian grain
markets is a major risk across the value
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chain, states Raphael Karuaihe, JSE
head of commodities. So, by purchasing a guarantee that will enable them to
sell their produce at a fixed price in the
future, farmers can hedge themselves
and avoid panic selling into a weak
market.
But while contract sizes are purposefully small to enable smaller players
to participate as individual farmers or
farmer groups, the margin expense –
plus the perceived complexity of trading
– will likely deter most smallholders,
believes Rob Munro, director of strategy at Musika, a Zambian non-profit
that supports ZAMACE with capacity
building.
However, intermediaries like traders
could buy futures to fix the price for a
grain ‘lot’ that they intend to buy, and
extend this price to smallholder suppliers,
provided those farmers honour their contracts to deliver the maize, states Sturgess.
“There are very few forward contracting
arrangements between agribusiness and
small farmers in the ‘staples’ market and
none that include a pre-planting price,”
he notes. “If buyers, traders and processors are able to hedge their own market
positions, they would be able to pass on to
their smallholder suppliers market price

indications, which would have a highly
beneficial effect on the market, providing
confidence in both off-take and price for
farmers, and also providing a more solid
basis upon which finance can potentially
be extended.”
For traders, like AFGRI, the only way
they are currently able to manage price
risk in Zambia is by using bilateral forward contracts, i.e. buying grain from
farmers for delivery at harvest at a
fixed tonnage and price, and selling it
to millers under a similar arrangement,
notes Joof Pistorius, grain marketing
manager at AFGRI Zambia. Futures
contracts will be, “Very beneficial to
farmers, traders, millers, processors,
investors, everyone,” he says.
Financial institutions will also be
able to use the futures to hedge against
grain prices moving below the amount
assumed when they pay advances to
farmers against warehouse receipts,
adds ZAMACE executive director, Jacob
Mwale. This may increase their appetite
for providing warehouse receipt finance
in bigger volumes and at more competitive rates.
A functioning futures market will
also help improve the wider commodity
market environment. Smaller players,
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New futures contracts will protect Zambian
farmers against shifts in white maize prices

in particular, will benefit from, “Greater
assurance of offtake, greater visibility
of price and a less ‘chaotic’ marketing
environment,” says Munro.

Government intervention
Although Pistorius strongly supports
the concept of futures contracts, he
is sceptical that they will work in the
existing environment. Zambia’s Food
Reserve Agency has a history of periodically intervening by buying maize
directly from producers at inflated
prices, dissuading farmers from honouring contracts with commercial buyers,
he notes. The government also imposed
border controls in 2017, preventing
maize exports, creating a local surplus
and pulling prices down from €219/t to
€97/t.
This kind of unpredictability has disincentivised long-term grain storage,
contributing to under-utilisation of
Zambia’s warehouse receipt system –
which is a crucial part of the eco-system
underpinning futures contracts – adds
Munro. He notes, however, that there has
been a “distinct shift” towards reduced
government intervention. If this continues, it will be easier for traders to take
a long-term view on prices and for a
derivatives market (e.g. futures market –
see box) to develop.
Pistorius agrees that the government
has recently made efforts to intervene

What are futures?
Commodity futures are standardised, exchange-traded contracts in which a buyer agrees
to take delivery from a seller of a set quantity – or ‘lot’ – of the underlying commodity at
a pre-determined price on a scheduled future delivery date, known as its ‘expiry’.
Participants entering into a contract – or trade – must first pay a ‘margin’ to the
exchange clearing house. The margin is a cash deposit or down payment, calculated
as a percentage of the total value of the traded lot. When prices for the underlying
commodity are volatile, this margin will typically rise to as high as 15% of the agreed
price. When prices are more stable, the upfront cost of entering the contract will be
lower, at around 6% of the fixed price.
A futures market needs good ‘liquidity’ – numerous participants and a high volume of
trading – to work smoothly, as the greater the number of participants, the higher the
probability that the exchange will find a buyer for every seller and vice versa.

less, but says AFGRI and other players would remain nervous of using
futures contracts while government
interference remains a possibility.
Mwale, however, points to the “strong
support” ZAMACE has received from
the government in its work with JSE.
He is confident that, once the benefits
of a liquid futures market have been
demonstrated, the government will be
persuaded to step back.

Replicating across the region
The USAID Southern Africa Trade and
Investment Hub, which worked with
JSE and ZAMACE to develop the futures
contract, believes there is great potential for replicating the contract model in
neighbouring countries and building a

regional trading platform. This could, for
example, see JSE lend its infrastructure to
exchanges in Malawi and Mozambique to
launch agricultural commodity futures
in those countries.
ZAMACE is keen to collaborate with
other exchanges once the contract with
JSE has been launched, says Mwale. “I
see them benefiting from the work that
has been done with the support of JSE
and USAID.”
“If this contract works and is able to
achieve that critical mass of activity, that
liquidity, the same way white maize contracts work in South Africa, it becomes
an opportunity for other players in the
region to consider using our ecosystem
to also roll out derivative contracts,” says
Sturgess. ■
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CONTINENTAL MARKET

A promising new trade agreement
for Africa
The new African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA) is expected to be a
game changer, boosting inter-African trade, spurring manufacturing, and creating
economic opportunities. But for its benefits to be realised, the details need to be
negotiated; and Africa's leaders need to commit to AfCFTA for the long haul.
Yassir Islam

O

Trade Policy Centre (ATPC) notes that
the trade agreement will, “Cover a market of 1.2 billion people and a GDP of
US$2.5 trillion [more than €2 trillion].”
Among the largest African economies,
Nigeria and South Africa have not yet
signed the AfCFTA. Nigeria’s President
is facing pressure from labour unions
and other groups who believe that the
agreement will hurt the Nigerian economy by undermining local businesses.

South Africa indicated its political
support for the AfCFTA but stated that
further internal consultations, as mandated by its constitution, were needed
before signing it.

Implications for tariffs and trade
With current tariffs of 6%, ATPC
notes that African businesses face
higher tariffs when they export within
Africa than when they export outside
© TRADEMARK EAST AFRICA

n 21 March 2018, 44 African
states signed the African Union’s
(AU) AfCFTA in Kigali, Rwanda.
According to the AU, which initiated the
process in 2015, the goal is to, “Create a
single continental market for goods and
services, with free movement of business persons and investments,” with the
purpose of accelerating intra-African
trade. If, and when, all 55-member states
of the AU sign the AfCFTA, the African

Signed by 44 African states, the new trade agreement will cover a market of 1.2 billion people
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The AU hopes that removing tariffs on trade
between African countries will boost trade
within the continent

the continent. As AfCFTA eliminates
tariffs on intra-African trade, this should
encourage African businesses to trade
within Africa. Intra-African trade could
be boosted by more than 50% if import
duties are eliminated, estimates the
UN Economic Commission for Africa
(UNECA), and intra-African trade
doubled if non-tariff barriers are also
reduced.

“By facilitating trade,
and reducing transaction
costs, AfCFTA will enhance
regional value chains”
However, as smaller countries cannot
compete with larger, better developed
economies, the International Center for
Trade and Sustainable Development
notes that it is essential that, “The agreement actually works for countries at
different levels of development.” The AU’s
Boosting Intra-African Trade Action Plan
(BIAT) may help; the Plan has identified
seven programmatic areas, for example, trade facilitation, which will reduce
road blocks and simplify customs and
transit procedures at borders. AU members can use the plan to prioritise policy
reforms required in these seven areas to
benefit fully from AfCFTA. As UNECA

notes, the BIAT Action Plan essentially
complements AfCFTA with the former
focusing on supply-side constraints to
intra-African trade, and the latter on
market access and demand-side constraints. However, according to a UNECA
assessment, the BIAT Action Plan is
currently hampered by three main challenges: a lack of institutional structure,
an absence of monitoring and evaluation
mechanisms, and insufficient resources.

Enhancing productivity
One way some countries can begin
to benefit from AfCFTA is to begin to
integrate their products into regional
value chains, particularly when they
can’t meet standards for participating in global value chains. This may be
especially applicable to the agricultural
sector. Despite agriculture providing up
to 60% of all jobs in Africa, and 25% of
GDP, the share of agricultural commodities in intra-regional trade has been
quite low – less than 30% according
to UNCTAD. TradeMark East Africa’s
senior director of trade environment,
Richard Kamajugo agrees, “Agriculture
is a sector with room for significant
productivity improvements, especially
through enhancing agro-industry and
agro-processing, given that the African
market (intra-African trade) has
accounted for over 50% of the growth
in processed food exports from African
countries since 2000.”
In 2006, the AU Declaration of the
Abuja Food Security Summit called for
promoting intra-African trade in rice,

maize, legumes, cotton, oil palm, beef,
dairy, poultry and fisheries products at
the continental level. UNCTAD has identified additional promising products,
such as potato and tea, which have
shown the most potential for integrating into value chains. Kamajugo notes
that, “By facilitating trade, and thereby
reducing transaction costs, AfCFTA will
enhance regional value chains. Growth
rates for several agricultural commodities are also expected to increase.”
However, some countries may have
less to gain by stepping into the agreement. Kamajugo notes that, “As a vital
component, the AfCFTA will need
measures that promote integration of
vulnerable groups with limited capacity
and skills into larger value chains. Among
these are simplifying documentation
for trade regimes, such as rules of origin
requirements, providing support to meet
standards for phyto-sanitary requirements and re-skilling enterprises so they
can focus on export competitiveness.”
Taking all these variables into
account, and with the underlying
instruments of the agreement still to be
harmonised, many countries are taking
a wait-and-see approach. “At the end
of the day,” Parshotam notes, “political
commitment is necessary and political
will, together with technical, financial
and human resources, is what will drive
AfCFTA’s implementation. This will
involve give and take amongst leaders,
especially as the AfCFTA is rolled out at
domestic levels and there is a need to
drive support for implementation.” ■
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KASOPE LADIPO-AJAI

“Building a strong
brand makes a
business successful”
© ENIOLA ABUMERE PHOTOGRAPHY

Kasope Ladipo-Ajai co-founded OmoAlata, a Nigerian food packaging
business, in 2012. With plans to export products internationally, her
company has already redefined the fresh foodstuff business in Nigeria.
Oluyinka Alawode

W

ith a degree in computer science, Kasope Ladipo-Ajai
gave up paid employment to
start her own business. Six years later,
her business supplies 500-700 packs of
organic pepper-mix to retailers across
Lagos every week. She tells us how she
made her business a success.

Why did you decide to establish a food
packaging business?
Most of our delicacies in Nigeria are
made from fresh foodstuffs and that makes
Nigerian cooking time-consuming. Busy
or working people living in cities often
have to eat out because they do not have
the time to shop for foodstuffs and blend
the tomatoes and peppers, which is
what I experienced while I was in paid
employment. So this inspired me to start
doing research and that was how the
dream of OmoAlata started.
Our first product was the OmoAlata
pepper-mix, which contains fresh
tomatoes, onions and peppers blended
into a paste, packaged and frozen. We
started with this product because, virtually everywhere in Nigeria, peppers and
tomatoes are used in the preparation of
meals. However, even though OmoAlata
means ‘pepper seller’, the business is
not just about peppers, but packaging
all Nigerian foods in the correct way for
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Kasope Ladipo-Ajai explains how the right marketing and branding is vital for a new business
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“People say
entrepreneurship
is fantastic, but it is
also hard work – you
have to be ready to
sacrifice a lot”
upwardly-mobile individuals and families – those who are interested and ready
to pay for the convenience, because what
we are actually selling is convenience.
How has your business evolved?
Our factory is in Lagos. When we
started, we were buying from the open
market, which gave us a lot of issues as
we didn’t know the source of our raw
materials. Now however, we are supplied directly by organic farmers on the
outskirts of the city, so we can guarantee
that no fertilisers or any chemicals are
used in the production of the crops.
In late 2016, we expanded our capacity from 500 to 5,000 packs a month. We
do not yet produce up to that quantity
because we are still growing the business, but we have the capacity to do so
in future. I want OmoAlata to be the
biggest packager of foodstuffs in Nigeria
and known worldwide. The short-term
plan is to start exporting to the USA in
2018 and hopefully to the UK in 2019. I
am also planning to add a couple of other
products to what we have right now.
What is one of the key factors to building a
successful business?
The right marketing and branding is
vital because anybody can set up a business, but building a strong brand makes
a business successful. The difference
between Coca-Cola and other cola products in the market is the branding. Every
small business must learn to find ways
to stretch the small funds available for
marketing. I connected with the owner
of a small marketing communication
business – 360 Degrees. When I have a
roadshow, I ask the owner to consult for
us and we do the legwork by ourselves,
so we have been able to effectively
advertise in a cheaper way. When people
check online, they have an idea of what
OmoAlata is out to achieve – we might

OmoAlata supplies 500-700 packs of organic pepper-mix to retailers across Lagos every week

not be there yet, but we are building the
brand. We want to become an international, global brand and we always
ensure everything we do is taking us
towards that.
But you no doubt have faced challenges in
establishing your business?
Yes indeed. The first challenge for
many Nigerian businesses is electricity
supply, which is needed at the factory
and at our depot office. So we have to
run generators and that costs so much
money. We sell to retail stores, supermarkets and also directly to consumers
and the products have to be kept frozen before use, or at least refrigerated,
because we do not add preservatives.

"We want to become
an international,
global brand and
we always ensure
everything we do is
taking us towards
that."
Another major challenge is the delay
in payments from retail stores. A few
stores pay immediately, but most stores
will hold on to the money until they finish selling all the products we supplied
and ask for more stock before making

payment for the ones they have already
sold. Any entrepreneur in Nigeria that
supplies products to retail stores will testify to the same challenge and this creates
a real cash-flow problem for small businesses. Unfortunately, until the product
grows to the point when it is a big brand,
there is nothing we can do about it.
What lessons would you share with other
up and coming entrepreneurs, particularly if
they are young women like yourself?
I would say never be afraid of your
dreams. If I had dwelt on how hard it
would be, I would not have started at all.
So start with what you have. Don’t wait for
the big thing. Those looking at OmoAlata
from the outside will say I have achieved
so much. But my partner and I started
little by little and it has been hard and
it is still tough. We often struggle to pay
salaries and other bills. My partner has
an 8-5 job and I run another business,
as well. I also now have a 4-month-old
baby – I came back to work before my
baby turned 2 months. I have to go to the
factory, arrange purchases from farmers
– there’s a lot of hustling involved.
A lot of people say entrepreneurship is
fantastic, but it is also hard work – you
have to be ready to sacrifice a lot of things.
So, I would say to any young lady planning to go into business, don’t be fooled
by the glossy look on the outside. But if
you are ready for some backbreaking
work, you are passionate about what you
want to do and you are sure of your goals,
just persist and you will get there. If you
don’t persist, your business will fail. ■
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Agriculture scorecard:
holding African states
to account
Dr Godfrey Bahiigwa, Director of the African Union Commission’s Department
of Rural Economy and Agriculture, explains the findings of the Africa Agriculture
Transformation Scorecard (AATS) and the Inaugural Biennial Review Report on
progress towards achieving the Malabo Declaration goals.

How is the AATS linked to the Malabo
Declaration?
The AATS is part of the Inaugural Biennial
Review Report, which has emerged as a
result of the Malabo Declaration’s call
for African Union (AU) member states to
work together with partners to promote
mutual accountability towards actions
and results that drive Africa's agricultural
transformation. The assessment of each
country is based on how well they have
progressed on the seven commitments of
the Malabo Declaration. We specifically
chose 43 indicators to track this progress,
which examine progress at the input,
output and outcome levels to assess the
overall impact.
Based on this assessment, every country was given a score out of 10 and, for
2017, a benchmark of 3.94 was set as
the minimum score for a country to be
considered on track towards achieving the Malabo commitments by 2025.
Rwanda was the top performer with an
overall score of 6.1, followed by Mali and
Morocco which achieved scores of 5.6
and 5.5 respectively. All three countries
were recognised for their performance
by the AU Assembly in January 2018.
Can you briefly explain how the AATS
scores the progress of African countries?
What are some of the key indicators used?
The indicators are related to different aspects of the 2014 commitments
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Stephanie Lynch

Dr Bahiigwa stresses the importance
of transparency in policymaking
for agricultural development

towards agricultural transformation, for
example, the commitment to spend at
least 10% of public expenditure on agriculture by 2025. We collected data from
each member state and looked at how
much public expenditure on agriculture
was for the period 2015-16. Any country
that was spending 10% or more was on
track, whilst any country that spent less
than 10% was not on track to achieve
this target and therefore scored poorly.
The Malabo Declaration also includes
commitments to achieve 6% annual
growth in the agricultural sector and
reduce post-harvest losses by 50% by

2025. We then have the commitment to
reduce malnutrition to less than 10%.
A score of less than 3.94 now does not
mean that the country will fail to meet
their commitments, it just helps to indicate the areas that they need to improve
on in order to reach the targets by 2025.
How will the AATS help to encourage AU
member states to further progress towards
agricultural transformation?
Only 20 out of 47 AU member states
that reported in this first round are on
track to meet the Malabo Declaration targets by 2025. The scorecard encourages
heads of states and governments to look
at the commitments they made in 2014
and review how they are performing. By
encouraging this reflection, we believe
that countries are more likely to increase
investment in developing agriculture.
The scorecard is available to all stakeholders in agriculture – government
ministries, private sector companies,
civil society, farmer organisations, and
development partners. This transparency puts pressure on the heads of states
and governments to meet their commitments if they are not doing so already
and enables other stakeholders to start
a dialogue leading to corrective actions.
The scorecard also allows for comparison between countries. We have
developed a dashboard to show countries' scores for selected indicators to

Food policy

Global trends

Malabo Declaration

Documenting Africa’s agricultural transformation
The Inaugural Biennial Review Report tracks the progress of the 55 African Union
(AU) member states towards the Malabo Declaration’s 2025 targets to achieve
accelerated agricultural growth and transformation for improved livelihoods.
Regionally, Eastern Africa has made the most progress with an overall score of 4.2
out of 10, followed by Southern Africa, which scored 4.02. Individually, however,
the best performers were spread across the continent with high progress scores
from Burundi (4.7), Cape Verde (4.6), Ethiopia (5.3), Malawi (4.9), Mauritania (4.8),
Mozambique (4.1), Namibia (4.1), Togo (4.9), and Uganda (4.5), among others.
When the report was presented at the AU Assembly of heads of state and
governments in Addis Ababa, on 29 January 2018, Lesotho was acknowledged as
having made the most progress on the overall commitment to promote intra-African
agricultural trade with a score of 5.2 for the high value of goods traded with the rest
of the region and the price stability of these traded goods. Botswana also received
an award for the highest score (8.7) in facilitating intra-African agricultural trade with
regards to the physical infrastructure, ICTs, border administration etc., that has been
put in place.
The report also crucially highlights the areas where the least progress has been
made. Only nine countries are currently on track to end hunger by 2025, while just 10
have met the target to allocate at least 10% of public spending to agriculture. With
18 out of the 47 countries who submitted reports achieving the target for 6% annual
agricultural growth for poverty reduction, progress remains to be made on this goal
as well. Policymakers now have the opportunity to address these shortfalls and
ensure that the next review shows more promising results.

Inaugural Biennial Review Report of the African Union Commission on the Implementation
of the Malabo Declaration on Accelerated Agricultural Growth and Transformation
for Shared Prosperity and Improved Livelihoods
By the Department of Rural Economy and Agriculture
African Union, 2018; 138 pp.
Downloadable as a PDF file from: https://tinyurl.com/y8drrzkz

make it easier to directly compare a specific indicator. So, for instance, a country
can look at the scores that Rwanda, the
best performer, achieved for the different
indicators and compare them to its own
scores. In doing so, its policymakers can
assess what they can learn from Rwanda
in the areas that it has performed better
to ensure their country also invests in
those areas to meet the Malabo targets.
What are some of the conclusions drawn
from the Inaugural Biennial Review Report?
From the data collected, we gained
some insights to suggest a few recommendations. The scorecard revealed that
each of the countries are facing different
challenges, which are specific to their
context. Therefore, in the individual

country profiles, we make three recommendations on how they need to
improve in order to stay on track to meet
the Malabo targets.
The report also includes some more
general recommendations, such as the
call for African countries to increase
investment and finance in agriculture, as
well as improve access to financial and
advisory services for citizens engaged
in agriculture. We noticed that almost
all countries had issues with collecting
the data required for the indicators – no
country had data for all indicators and
eight countries did not submit any data
at all. Another key recommendation,
then, is that countries invest in strengthening their national agriculture statistics
systems. ■

While the global integration of food systems
continues
to
grow,
anti-globalisation pressures are also increasing
as countries seek to
tighten their borders. The
2018 Global Food Policy
Report assesses the impacts of these opposing trends on the world’s food security
and agricultural value chains. With visual
country-level data on agricultural spending,
hunger and research investment, the report
reviews major food policy issues and developments, and offers projections for future
production and consumption patterns.
2018 Global Food Policy Report
International Food Policy Research Institute,
2018; 150 pp.
ISBN: 978-08-9629-297-0
Downloadable as a PDF file from:
https://tinyurl.com/yc6bcpcl

Digitalisation

Transforming
agriculture
Realising the power of
knowledge, innovation
and technology to transform agriculture and
improve the livelihoods of
rural people across Africa,
the Caribbean and the
Pacific, CTA has increased
its efforts to promote youth entrepreneurship in agriculture. A Year in Review: Moving
to Next-generation Farming highlights how
CTA continues to support young people to
harness the potential of ICTs and promote
climate-smart solutions to improve farmer’s
productivity and resilience.
A Year in Review:
Moving to Next-generation Farming
By C Pye-Smith
CTA, 2018; 64 pp.

Downloadable as a PDF file from:
https://tinyurl.com/y8ntdo5t
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SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

Farming in a time
of climate change
As climate change exacerbates food
insecurity in Africa, farmers are forced to
adapt their methods to the changing
environment with innovative, sustainable
farming practices.

Agricultural Adaptation
to Climate Change in Africa
Edited by C S Berck, P Berck & S Di Falco
Routledge, 2018; 438 pp.
ISBN 978-13-1514-977-6
€20
www.routledge.com

Sam Price

F

ood insecurity affects 153 million
people across Africa, whose population – around 60% of whom
are employed in the agricultural sector
– continues to grow. Climate change
compounds this issue and is already
impacting crop yields across the continent; agricultural practises going
forward must therefore be sustainable.
Agricultural Adaptation to Climate Change in
Africa takes a broad view of farming in
the face of climate change, building on
its succinct definition of sustainability as
a balance in agriculture between practices that both mitigate climate change,
while also actively adapting to those
changes.
The book begins with an in-depth
examination of the effects of climate
change, in order to clarify exactly what
farmers must adapt to. Part II reviews the
extent to which farmers’ own perceptions
of climate change influence decisions
to adapt farming practices. Setting
crop production aside, several chapter
authors consider the need for agricultural diversification, with many farmers
opting to pursue livestock and biofuel
production as climate-influenced, but
viable alternatives. One of the book’s
notable conclusions affirms its own
recommendations for sustainable yield
growth regardless of climate change
as a determinant factor – suggesting
that climate-adaptation practices need
not be undertaken to the detriment of
production.
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The FAO’s Pulse Crops for Sustainable Farms
in sub-Saharan Africa takes a narrower view,
focusing on the cultivation of pulses for
sustainable agroecology. As a result of soil
degradation, the authors predict that over
75% of Africa’s cultivated land could be
classified as ‘degraded’ by 2020, however,
fertiliser production incurs significant
financial and environmental costs. In
contrast, sustainable increases in soil
organic matter and nitrogen are provided
by relatively inexpensive pulse cultivation.
Promoting agricultural diversification
in response to climate change, the study
highlights the high nutritional value that
legumes provide to livestock feed, enabling the sustainable intensification of
livestock farming.
In light of the predicted changes in
rainfall patterns resulting from climate change, the availability of water
to smallholder farmers is examined by
IFAD’s publication, The Water Advantage.
This report presents the water management techniques implemented in five
case-studies of IFAD-backed projects –
including projects in Malawi, Senegal and
Sudan – primarily targeting smallholders and offering small-scale, local-level
solutions to water management. All of
the projects involved education about
sustainable water use, while leveraging
public investment alongside private partnerships to build infrastructure for more
efficient water storage – such as rainwater tanks, wells and underground dams
– and irrigation systems. ■

Pulse Crops for Sustainable Farms
in sub-Saharan Africa
By S Snapp, M Rahmanian & K Batello
FAO, 2018; 384 pp.
ISBN 978-92-5130-088-6
Downloadable as a PDF file from:
https://tinyurl.com/ycogxt5d

The Water Advantage:
Seeking Sustainable Solutions
for Water Stress
By S Chakrabarti
IFAD, 2018; 25 pp.
ISBN 978-92-9072-809-2
Downloadable as a PDF file from:
https://tinyurl.com/ybkvob9d

ICT4D

Presenting new avenues for agricultural innovation
With two thirds of Africa’s population employed in agriculture, innovations in the sector
could offer the most effective and sweeping
route away from poverty; however, such innovation is hampered by a lack of education
in best farming practices and access to investment capital. The introduction and uptake
of ICTs to the continent has shown promising
signs of circumventing such barriers; How
Farmers are Making the Most of Digital
Technologies in East Africa presents a selection of four case-studies
– three from Uganda and one from Kenya – wherein ICTs have been
successfully integrated into various levels of the agricultural value chain,
helping smallholders increase their productivity and incomes.
Focusing on women in agriculture, the first chapter examines the
Enhancing Access to Agricultural Information project – a collaborative effort supported by CTA and managed by the Women of Uganda Network,
which introduced radio programmes and mobile phones to women
farmers. The technology provided constant information on a range of
agricultural subjects, while also giving farmers the opportunity to contact experts directly with specific questions. The second chapter focuses
specifically on the use of mobile phones in agriculture, outlining CTA’s
ongoing Market-led, User-owned ICT4Ag-enabled Information Service
project. The project has enlisted 200 service agents to profile farmers,
encouraging them to sign up to an SMS service which delivers agronomic
tips, weather alerts and index-based insurance – all with the aim to raise
the crop yields of 200,000 farmers by 25%. Turning to the subject of

finance in agriculture, the latter half of the paper looks at Ensibuuko and
FarmDrive, two start-up businesses who – through CTA’s regional ‘hackathon’ competitions in Uganda and Kenya – have developed platforms
that enable smallholders to keep digital records of their daily activities,
and thus gain vital access to credit. The paper also highlights the unique
influence that these businesses have had on younger generations: by
demonstrating that employment in the agricultural sector is not limited
to farm work and is actively engaged with the technological innovations
to which so many young people are contributing.
The final chapter looks more broadly at the importance of external
support networks – whether financial backing, business-model consultation or help with recruitment – to the success of ICT start-ups in
Africa. This is discussed with reference to CTA’s Eastern Africa-based
incubation hubs, Outbox and m:lab, which provided Ensibuuko and
FarmDrive with much of the support they required to get off the ground
– part of a broader drive by CTA to cultivate a ‘start-up ecosystem’,
aimed at facilitating the free flow of finance, human capital and ideas in
the push for agricultural innovation. ■

How Farmers are Making the Most of Digital Technologies in East Africa
By C Pye-Smith
CTA, 2018; 20 pp.
ISBN 978-92-9081-623-2

Downloadable as a PDF file from: https://tinyurl.com/ybmdhx8s

Digital agriculture

Transforming food systems with smallholder-friendly data
A more data-driven, information-rich and
knowledge intensive agriculture industry is
rapidly evolving across the world. And whilst
such a development opens up many new
possibilities for farmers, a report written
by a group of ‘data4ag’ experts argues that
smallholders in developing countries face
major constraints in accessing relevant data
and ensuring that their shared information
is not misused by third parties. So how can
data-driven agriculture become more smallholder-friendly?
Digital and Data-Driven Agriculture: Harnessing the Power of Data
for Smallholders outlines the uses of data in farming, including for forecasting and monitoring purposes; the four different streams of data,
such as on-farm and off-farm; and the challenges, risks and opportunities for smallholders in accessing and sharing data.
The final section of the report puts forward three priority actions to help develop a data ecosystem to support smallholder

farmers: first, farmer data should be aggregated through joint action
by farmer-representing organisations, such as cooperatives, to help
members exploit as well as safeguard their own data. Second, ‘trust
platforms’ or forums that enable open data-sharing should be established to help improve the ways that data is accessed and applied by
smallholders. And third, international agreements to facilitate data
access, flow and ownership should be developed. These actions are
needed, the authors argue, if agricultural and nutrition-related data is to
be treated as a universal public good for achieving global food security
and the sustainable development goals. ■

Digital and Data-Driven Agriculture:
Harnessing the Power of Data for Smallholders
By A Meru, D Berne, J De Beer et al.
The Global Forum on Agricultural Research and Innovation,
the Global Open Data for Agriculture and Nutrition and CTA, 2018; 38 pp.
Downloadable as a PDF file from: https://tinyurl.com/ydhlw8fp
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OPINION

How can we better support
women entrepreneurs
in agriculture?
DR AGNES ATIM APEA

Successful women invest
back into the community
Personally, I had no idea about agriculture – my background is in international
development – but, because I knew the
majority of rural women worked in the
sector, I set up Mama Rice in 2016 to
support them. Most women in Africa are
subsistence farmers, but I want to help
them have better yields and grow quality
crops that they can sell to people like me
for a good price. My company supports
almost 11,000 women rice farmers in
Amolatar district, northern Uganda, to
increase their production and achieve
financial independence. I provide these
young women farmers with production
inputs and seeds on credit and offer them
a guaranteed market for their produce –
this business model makes sense to them
and it really seems to be working well.

The benefits of investing in women
My argument for investing more in
women in agribusiness stems from
my own experience that most women
entrepreneurs start their businesses to
support other women. As the majority
of women in Africa work in the agricultural sector it is important that they have
female role models, not only for them
to aspire to, but also to serve as mentors who they trust and can seek advice
from. So, the more successful women
business leaders there are out there, the
more support will be available for other
ambitious women.
A recent study found that women make
up 43% of the labour in agriculture in
developing countries; the work along the
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value chain to produce food from farm to
fork is carried out by women. Yet, when it
comes to selling and marketing their produce, men often come in and take away
all of the profits. That is why investing in
women entrepreneurs is the right decision because you know that the money
will be invested back into the business
and the women, their communities and
households will benefit.

Accessing finance and training
However, the biggest challenge that we
face as women in agribusiness is access
to capital. In many African countries
women face issues with collateral; we
have difficulties accessing financial services because we don’t legally own any
property. In my country, I don’t own anything by law, including my own children.
When a woman first sets up an agribusiness and tries to get a loan from the bank,
she doesn’t have sufficient collateral to
act as a guarantee to allow her to get the
money she needs. There is a real need for
more inclusive and innovative financing
mechanisms that allow women to access
credit so that they can establish profitable
agribusinesses.
Another important issue that needs
to be addressed is training and capacity
building. The majority of women who
open their own agribusinesses do not have
any business experience so they need
access to business development services
and training. I find that a lot of women-led
agribusinesses lack the technology that is
available to improve their businesses, as

Dr Agnes Atim Apea,
CEO of Mama Rice

well as the capacity to use it. For example,
many women still have to risk carrying
the money they make at the market back
to their villages. But, if somebody came in
to support them and explained how they
could receive payment via their mobile
phones, it would save them a lot of trouble.
So technology, capacity building, business
advice services and access to capital are
critical elements for women to succeed in
agribusiness.

Supporting the most vulnerable
Women are often thought of as a
homogenous category, but there are so
many different groups of women with
different opportunities. A particular concern for me is supporting young women
who are marginalised by society, who are
not in education and are not married, but
are single mothers or have been displaced
by war. This group of women often have
nothing and they are really a key target
for me. Last year I bought just over 700
ha of land, which I distributed among
young mothers, whose families would not
accommodate them. I gave them about
half a hectare each so they could produce
crops and provided a ready market which
they could sell to Mama Rice. In my experience, these young women often work
the hardest and achieve the most because
it is everything they have to live for. Land
issues are a big problem for young women
and, in discussions about the challenges
for women in agriculture, we must not
forget this category of women who are
seen as outcasts within our society. ■

ANTA BABACAR NGOM

Women entrepreneurs
are key to Africa’s
economic growth
Over the past 30 years, significant
efforts have been made to compensate
the gender gap on the African continent.
Some initiatives have been successful,
others less so. One initiative that has made
progress is the promotion of women’s
right to economic freedom, particularly
in terms of advocacy and awareness raising. In Senegal, societal awareness of the
issue has increased and more effort has
been made to support women in business, as a result. According to the Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor, the rate of
entrepreneurial activity among women
has increased to 36.8% – the highest rate
in sub-Saharan Africa.

Changing attitudes
Within SEDIMA Group – which specialises in the production and marketing
of chicks, poultry, eggs and livestock
feed, as well as the distribution of poultry equipment – we have ingrained
gender equality as a company value.
Women employees are not subject to
any kind of discrimination and the same
responsibilities are allocated for men
and women at all levels of the company.
I strongly believe that investing in women’s leadership results in positive social
impacts.
Traditionally, women’s entrepreneurship has been rather informal and
community-based, as support has been
limited to micro-activities focused on
generating income for women to look
after their families. This has meant that
women have historically been confined
to downstream agricultural activities
such as small-scale cereal processing.
Today, the trend has changed dramatically. It is said that 62.9% of women
entrepreneurs in Senegal created their
businesses in response to opportunities
rather than out of necessity. In spite of
this progress, I am convinced that we
– women entrepreneurs – face greater

Poll
How can we better
support women
entrepreneurs in
agriculture?

Anta Babacar Ngom,
Executive Director,
SEDIMA Group

difficulties when it comes to access to
financial and non-financial services
than before.

SEDIMA’s approach to empower
women
When it comes to promoting women’s entrepreneurship in agribusiness,
SEDIMA Group has a two-pronged
approach. First, we are actively participating in initiatives that specifically
contribute to women’s empowerment.
There is a plethora of foundations, associations, investment clubs and other types
of solutions available to women that we
take part in. In addition, we have set
up a programme to promote agribusiness entrepreneurship, which involves
provision of mentoring and technical
support, and helps participants to secure
opportunities.
The key principle of this project is to
provide poultry farmers with chicks,
veterinary services and feed. At the end
of the breeding process we buy all the
production for our slaughterhouse and
collaborate with relevant partners to
ensure the distribution of a premium
ready-to-cook chicken. Thus, we contribute to developing the sustainability of
women poultry farmers’ businesses and,
ultimately, develop our own business.
Supporting the next generation
With the right support, women agribusiness leaders can gain the self-confidence
that will allow them to win the trust of
their first customers and partners. For a
bright future for women in agribusiness,
it is important to bring together financial and non-financial players to set up a
multi-faceted support system to reach out
to a new generation of African women,
who understand that the time to invest in
African agribusiness is now. ■

45%

Create networks of women agribusiness
leaders to mentor and support each other

28%

Develop more inclusive
financing mechanisms

23%

Increase opportunities for women’s
training in business management

6%

Improve women’s access
to mobile phones and other ICTs

Other debates
Find Spore’s Opinion pages
and a third blog on this topic
online. New debate topics are
published each month on the
Spore website:
http://spore.cta.int/en/debates.html
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